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TlE CANADA LANCET.
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

M1EDICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE,
CRITICISM AND NEWS.

'WOL. XXII.] TORONTO, JAN., 1890. [No. 5.

'1YPERTROPHIC RHINITIS, OR HYPER-
TROPH1C NASAL CATARRH.*

BY PRICE BROWN, M.D., L.R.C.P., TORONTO.

The muucous membrane of the nasal passages
dif!ers from all other mucous membranes. 1st, in
being deposited or built upon rigid walls; and 2nd,i. I the tract being intended for the transmission
of respiratory currents only. It follows, there-fore, the foundation of the membrane being
*tationary, and the epithelial surface free from
'the ce. eansing power of friction, that the results
of inflammation have a tendency to accumulate,
the hypertrophic processes being almost unim-
Peded.

ln this disease we have a true hypertrophy of all
e normal elements of the mucous membrane.

The Principal changes, however, are found in the
oCrpora cavernosa or deeper layers of the mem-
rane. Here we have an abnormal deposit of

ieOnective tissue elements, together with infiltra:
tien by immense numbers of new cells. At the
larne time there is morbid proliferation of the sur-
ace epithelial elements. The glandular structures

are likewise involved, though to a less extent. As
he hYpertrophy progresses, new blood vessels are

Med, which in turn still further produce excess
o growth. The result of the combined processes
l3, that the whole of the mucous (membrane affec-
ted becomes materially thickened ; and it throws

t an increased secretion of mucous, which takes
to a somewhat purulent character, by its admix-
tnre with.newly proliferated cells.

This thickening or swelling is not, however,
ually distributed. The parts affected become

l!regular ; some parts more hypertrophied than
fer. Those chiefly involved are the free sur-

es Of the turbinated bones ; the inferior being

d before the Toronto Medical Society, Nov. 12,1889.
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most frequently affected, the superior least, and
the middle one Occupying a position, both with
regard to frequency and severity, between the other
two. Quite frequently, also when the hypertrophy
is severe, the septum likewise becomes involved.

The venous sinuses over the posterior portions
of the middle and lower turbinated bones being
larger than in the other localities, these parts are
likewise sometimes affected with hypertrophy,
though not so frequently as the middle and ante-
rior portions. Complete stenosis as a result, how-
ever, is more frequently found in the posterior,
than the anterior or middle regions.

Etiology.-In the great inajority of instances,
hypertrophic rhinitis arises either from a succes-
sion of attacks of acute rhinitis, or as a continua-
tion or result from chronic rhinitis. Hence the
initial factors of these diseases are the direct
causes of the hypertrophy. In some instances
the disease is said to be idiopathic in its origin.
Imnproper treatment of nasal diseases will likewise
lead to hypertrophy, and I have known it pro-
duced by injury.

Symptom.-One of the most marked symptoms
of this troublesome disease is interference with
nasal breathing. As the disease advances, the
thickened membrane becomes much more sensitive
to the effects of cold, damp or other irritants, re-
sulting in still further thickening of the already
hypertrophied tissue. When in this condition,
there is often complete occlusion by the mere dis-
tension ; while in advanced cases the true hyper-
trophy may be sufficiently great to produce per-
manent stenosis.

Any position favoring gravitation will some-
times produce temporary stenosis when hyper-
trophy exists. For instance, lying on one side will
occlude the dependent nasal cavity. Lying on
the other will relieve it, the occlusion being re-
versed; while the supine position may result in
occlusion of both nostrils.

One of the physiological functions of the nose
being to purify, moisten and regulate the temper-
ature of the air of respiration, the occlusion of that
organ necessitates the breathing of impure air of
diverse temperatures. The result, in many cases,
being the formation of chronic pharyngitis and
laryngitis ; and when a predisposition to lung
disease exists, the development of tuberculosis also.

The voice acquires a nasal twang; and when
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the throat is also affected, the tone becomes some-
what muffled. The eyes may become red and
watery from pressure upon the nasal duct; hear-
ing may be compromised by occlusion of the Eus-
tachian tubes; the sense of smell may be sus-
pended or destroyed ; and the face, from the con-
tinued breathing through the open mouth, loses its
natural expression. I might add that periodical
frontal headaches are often complained of.

The nasal discharges are usually largely aug-
mented as well as changed in character. Thick
viscid mucous gathers in the tortuous nasal cavities,
and owing to the occlusion is very difficult to be
got rid of. The whole of the glands, in connection
with the inflamed tissue, pour out an abnormal
amount of secretion of a moucous or muco-puru-
lent character. This accumulates in the sinuosi-
ties of the turbinated bones, forming fetid masses
or scabs, and rendering the breath offensive, the
drainage backwards often extending the catarrhal
disease both to the pharynx and larynx.

On examination of the parts anteriorly, the
mucous membrane will usually present a some-
what reddened appearance. The lower turbinated
bone, covered to a more or less extent with mucoid
discharge, will project towards and sometimes im-
pinge upon the septum ; while the surfaces of
both may be somewhat irregular. On pressing
the parts with a probe, the swelling beconies in-
dented, and but sluggishly resumes its wonted
contour. The lower turbinate as a rule hangs
downwards as well as toward the septum ; while
the middle one when hypertrophied, projects in a
rounded manner directly inwards. Hypertrophy
of the upper turbinated does not usually occur;
when it-does, the enlargement is limited.

Athorough posterior examinationis attendedwith
much more difficulty than an anterior one. Stil
by the use of the rhinoscope, the posterior ends of
the upper and middle turbinates, and the upper
part of the lower orie, can in many cases be seen,
as well as the greater part of the septum. When
hypertrophy exists, the membrane will be found
of a grayish color, and projecting into or filling
entirely the posterior channel. This may be con-
fined to the lower turbinate or may involve the
middle one also-the septum frequently taking
part in the abnormal.thickening.

Soine authorities divide posterior hypertrophies
into two divisions, white and purple; the former

being harder and more frequent than the latter.
The chief difference between thein consists of the
soft venous character of the purple variety.

Diagnosis.-The anterior diseases which might
be mistaken for hypertrophic rhinitis, are acute
rhinitis and simple chronic rhinitis. The former
of these two is diagnosed by its recent originl,
smoothness of surface, greater sensitiveness, higher
color, and quicker resilience on pressure. The
latter, by the general evenness of the inflammatory
action, there being an absence of the irregularities
of hypertrophy. There is also less tendency to
stenosis ; and at the same time, a quicker response
to ordinary local treatment.

Posterior hypertrophic rhinitis might sometime
be confounded with posterior nasalpolypi, on ac-
count of similarity in color. The polypi, however,
are softer to the touch, more movable, and exhibit
a brighter and smoother surface.

Prognosis.-Rhinal hypertrophy rarely if ever
assumes a dangerous form per 8e. In some cases
it progresses to complete occlusion, remaining il'
this condition indefinitely, or until past middle
life, when it gradually recedes, leaving the partS
almost in a normal condition again. In the major-
ity of instances, however, if not relieved by sur-
gical treatment, it will, after lasting for years, pas
on into atrophic rhinitis, with all its distressing
and in many instances, loathsome results. The
sense of smell may be completely lost, taste mate-
rially affected, and hearing in a great measure de-
stroyed.

Treatment.-If hypertrophic rhinitis came ui-
der observation during the early stages of itS
development, local medical treatment would i'
many cases effect a cure. Unfortunately, however,
the hypertrophy is usually far advanced when the
patient presents himself for treatment. It is when
partial or complete stenosis so interferes with the
natural respiratory effort, and with the nori3n1

voidance of the mucoid discharges, as to make lif0
miserable and the breath offensive, that the patient
usually seeks for relief. In these cases operative
interference becomes necessary, to produce anY'
thing like a good result.

In the early stages, mild alkaline sprays Or
douches are very effectual in cleansing the rhin1
cavities, being applied both anteriorly and poster.
orly as required. While fine sprays may be use4
cold, douches and washes with the posterior syring'

130
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should be tepid. After cleansing, mild astringents
ÎPPlied in the same way, and continued regularly
for several weeks, will sometimes so check inflam-
111atory action and so constringe the parts, that
the hYpertrophy will gradually be absorbed.

OPerative interference when necessary, may be
'CcomI1plished in various ways. The means at our

a u1mand consisting of caustic acids, cold and
cautery nares, transfixing needles, saws, galvano-
eutery knife, etc. Of these, the first and the last

O5t with the most general favorand the largest use.
0f the acids, the most highly recommended arethe nitric, glacial-acetic, and chroxmic. Nitric beingthe rnost destructive, requires much care in its

aPPlication. If applied in anything but small
"antities it is liable to produce deep-seated ulcer-

stion. It is, however, very effectual in the de-
struction of hypertrophied tissue, and properly
guarded, will do good work. To useit, a probe is
"ýPped with absorbent cotton and then dipped
I the acid, any extra drops being removed by a

beotter. Glacial-acetic acid has the reputation of
a safer agent, but being less powerful re-9Iires ifany applications to produce a good result.

en or eight touches, at the interval of a week,Yfll be required to produce as much effect as one
Olitric acid. Both acids are applied in the sameway.

0f all three, chromic acid is most popular, and
la the only one that I have personally made use of.
' cnvenient method is to heat the end of a probe
O even stilette of a catheter in a spirit lamp and
5Pply it to the crystals of the acid. Enough will

ere for one or two applications. Chromic
touchgives very little pain ; and three or four
touces at interväls of several days, will often give

7ery good results, As with the other acids named,
% 8turated solution of bicarbonate of soda can be
tPPhied, to neutralize any excess of acid. Before

Use of any of them, it is better to wash out the
cavities with the alkaline spray. Cocainet 80 be used, as in the more serious operations,

pro Oduce local anesthesia.

.he cold snare is more theoretical than prac-tical ) and rarely used, its place being taken by the
8%vanao-cautery snare. The latter is serviceable

large Posterior hypertrophies, when the growth
e extensive to be removed by the cautery

and of course necessitates the use of the
eAijOacpe- It is also used in large anterior hy-

pertrophies. In these cases the transfixing needle
is employed to elevate and steady the growth, dur-
ing the manipulation of the cautery. The nasal
saw and Woakes' plough are both of them occasion-
ally used, when the hypertrophy extends beyond
the corpora cavernosa to the turbinated bones
themselves.

The galvano-cautery, however, has many advan-
tages over all other methods, in the treatment of
nasal hypertrophies. Not only does it produce
comparatively little pain, and even this is within
our control, but we can definitely limit both the
depth and extent of its action. Another impor-
tant feature of electro-cauterization is the exeed-
ingly limited amount of local inflammation which
it produces. Even after severe operations, pa-
tients rarely complain of discomfort, after the im-
mediate effects are over.

It is a method of treatment, however, which re-
quires the utmost care as well as considerable skill
on the part of the operator. Although by means of
the nasal speculum and the rhinoscope, he may see
to place the electrode upon the hypertrophied tissue
sue, yet the depth and extent of the burning in
each case, must be largely controlled by the sense
of touch. Too broad an application would destroy
too extensive a surface of the ciliated epithelium ;
while too deep a burning would penetrate the cor-
pora cavernosa, lay bare the turbinated bone itself,
and produce a sloughing ulcer. It is as well to
remember also, that the application of any of the
escharotics to the nasal membrane, may in some
cases give rise to erysipelas of the face. It is sat-
isfactory to know, however, on the authority of
Bosworth, that with the galvano-cautery the risk
in this respect is comparatively slight.

Clarence Rice tells us that almost any effect can
be produced by this instrument, the result being
dependent altogether upon the manner in which it
is used. Its potency can scarcely be over-esti-
mated, varying from the gentle action of a simple
astringent, al] the way up to a destructive agent
accomplishing more than the wildest enthusiast
could desire. Rice cites an instance where the hy-
pertrophy had been removed, but dense bands of
cicatricial tissue had taken its place. The nostrils
were rendered too wide, the glandular action of the
mucous membrane destroyed, and dry pharyngitis,
with recurring neuralgia, was the lasting result of
over zealous treatment.

)go
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Knight also gives an instance, where large pos-
terior hypertrophy had been removed too exten-
sively by the surgeon ; the result being that, after
the first few months, the patient became a perma-
nent sufferer from pharyngitis sicca.

Shurly says that too decided surgical interfer-
ence, either by galvano-cautery or other means
may produce permanent atrophic nasal catarrh.

It was rash use of this excellent method of treat-
ment which placed the electric battery in disue.
tude for so long a period after it was added to the
rhinologist's armamentarium. In some instances,
the septum was perforated, in others the turbin-
ates destroyed ; and thus the curable was trans-
formed into the incurable by the use of an instru-
ment which is now considered to take the highest
rank for all operations within the nasal cavity.

During the last few years, the use of the gal-
vano-cautery has been established upon a sure
foundation. Recent improvements enable the
operator to illumine almost the entire nasal cav-
ity ; while the experience of specialists, so widely
published, enable him to avoid the pitfalls that
have been so disastrous to others. Voltolini,
Michael, Sajous, Morell-Mackenzie, Rice, Shurly,
Bosworth, Delavan, in fact ail the leading laryng-
ologists strongly support its use ; and I feel sure
it occupies a place in rhinology f rom which, it can
never be removed.

My own treatment of the hypertrophic tissues,
during the present year, has been almost ex-
clusively by galvano-cautery; and I will close by
giving a short history of the cases as they occurred.

January 30th, Case 1. Mr. F. J. P., journalist,
married, age 31 years. Father and mother died
of consumption. Personally tolerably healthy;
has had catarrh for two years, chiefly on right side,
with partial stenosis ; has had hæmorrage from
right nostril every day on using handkerchief, for
three or four weeks. On examination I found
two dark polypi hanging from middle turbinated
bone. After applying a solution of cocaine, I
removed one by snare. There was considerable
hæmorrhage. This was so great that I did not
remove the second polypus, but gave an astrin-
gent solution to be applied by patient. Two days
later he returned, and I removed the remaining
one with forceps, and applied chromic acid to the
root.

I then discovered a large hypertrophy of middle

turbinated, immediately behind the attachment of
the polypi, and as the patient was going away 0
business for some time, I delayed operating until
his return.

On march 5th, I used the galvano-cautery, pass-
ing the knife longitudinally over the growth il
two places, from back to front, at white heat.
There was not much suffering and after local
treatment for some time, patient made a good
recovery. The hæmorrhage did not occur again,
the catarrh was greatly relieved, and there has
been no return either of polypi or hypertrophy.

March lst, Case 2. Mrs. R. D., age about 30
years. Has been suffering from catarrh for t«o
years, with progressive stenosis of right nasal
cavity. There has also been frontal headache and
offensiveress of breath.

On examination, I found hypertrophy of seP-
tum and inferior turbinated to such an exten[t1
that it was impossible to pass a probe through
without pain. Superficial ulceration, produced b>
pressure, existed where the parts were in contact.
There was also hypertrophy of the middle turbin
ated, though to a less extent.

Aftercleansing, I applied by spray and absorbent
cotton a four per cent. solution of cocaine. WiW
difficulty I passed the cautery knife backwards
between the lower hypertrophies, and cauterized
from behind forwards ; making two cauterizatio1
at the one sitting upon the lower turbinated and
septum. The subsequent treatment consisted 0
sprays and the local application of ol. petro'
Three weeks later I made a single application O
the cautery to the middle turbinate. The patie'
did not come as regularly afterwards for treatieo'
as she should have done ; still the result
complete removal of the stenosis, abatement of the
headache, and subsidence of the catarrhal syrOF
toms.

Sept. 10th, Case 3. Mrs. W., age 44, fara1>'
history good. Has had naso-pharyngitis for a coe
siderable length of time, with impediment '0
breathing through right nasal cavity. A Y
ago, her family physician told her she ought tO
to a specialist, to have a growth in the right Jaw

removed. On examination I found hypertrPo
of the right turbinate. The application of tb
cautery was followed by considerable reductio#
Four weeks later I made a second applicatio»'
subsequent treatment similar to that in foroie

132 THE CANADA LANCET.
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es8.5 In this instance the hypertrophy and catarrh
have both disappeared, and the patient can
breathe through one nostril as well as the other.

Sept. 3rd, Case 4. Miss W. D., age 21 ; family
history good. Has had nasal and naso-pharyngeal
catarrh for more than a year, confined chiefly to
the right anterior turbinate.

At first, I confined the treatment to the free
use of sprays, hoping that their alterative and as-
trnigent character would have the effect of pro-
ducing absoption of the hypertrophy. There was
cOnsiderable amelioration of the catarrhal symp-
tolns; but two weeks later, I found that to produce
Permanent benefit, the cautery would have to be
aPPlied. This was followed by a result similar to
that in the cases already mentioned.

Oct. 22nd, Case 5. Mr. T., from Ontario Co.,
retired farmer, age 55 ; family history asthmatic.
1Ias had asthma himself for more than a year.
About the time of its commencement, he took a
Cold in the head which has been continually get-
ting worse up to the present time. He spent
several months during the early part of the year
i" the North-west, hoping that the climate might
Prove beneficial to both the asthma and the head
trouble. In this he was disappointed, the latter
being aggravated by the time of his return.

lin this case the stenosis on the left side was
ala1ost complete. By strenuous effort he could
'ilhale through the left nostril ; but to exhale
through it was impossible. On the right side
breathing was slightly freer.

On examination, I found a nasal polypus on
right side, and also enlarged middle turbinated

On the left, examination revealed complete
Occluion--the middle and inferior turbinates be-
nrg both very much hypertrophied. On posterior

5'atnination with the rhinoscope, I found gray
YPertrophy on the left side also; the enlargement

etending out through the choana, and hanging
111to the naso-pharynx. Its position accounted for
the Occasional power of inspiration.

After applying cocaine, owing to the limited
"pace, 1 removed the polypus with forceps; and
then applied the galvano-cautery to the hyper-
troPhY on the same side. I would have preferred
deferring operation on the left side; but Mr. T.

n11g anxious to return home as soon as possible,
1Ssted upon immediate treatment. Consequently

apPlied the cautery without delay to the anterior

hypertrophies of both the middle and inferior tur-
binates on the left side, having tirst anæsthetized
the parts with an eight per cent. cocaine solution.

Two days later, with the aid of the rhinoscope,
I passed the cautery blade freely over the posterior
nypertrophy, also touching the thickened septum
of the posterior choanæ. Subsequently he came
twice a day for local treatment.

When he left for home on the 29th, the raw
surfaces had not entirely healed ; but the stenosis
had completely disappeared. He could, after
spraying out the discharges, breathe with perfect
freedom through both nostrils; and during the
last two or three days the attacks of asthma had
not been of the usual severity. Of course I gave
him local treatment to carry on at his own home,
until his recovery would be complete; and he
promised to return, if the result was not as satis-
factory as we desired.

Remarks.-There are several things in connec-
tion with the history of these cases, which are
perhaps worthy of note. In eighty per cent. of
them, or in four out of the five, the hyper'ropby
was confined to the right side; and even in the
fifth, the right middle turbinated was involved. I
might also add, that in two other cases that are

at present under treatment for nasal disease, the
difficulty in each of them is chiefly on the right

side. In looking over the medical literature at
my command, 1 have not noticed the comparative

frequency of hypertrophy on the two sides referred
to. Consequently, I am unable to say whether
my own experience is merely a coincidence or not.

In this connection, I might also refer to an

article read by Dr. Major, of Montreal, at the
last meeting of the American Laryngological As-

sociation, and published in the New York Medical
Record for August. The title was "The Rela-
tion between Facial Erysipelas and Erythema

on the one hand, and Intra-nasal Pressure on the
other." The author expressed the view, founded

on his own personal experience, that these skin
diseases were often produced by the internal hy.
pertrophies, and that the removal of the latter
would be followed by the spontaneous disappear-
ance of the skin disease. In none of the cases

that I have reported, was there any appearance of

erythema, either before or at the time of treat-
ment. Further observation may be attended by a
different result.

'89.] THE CANADA LANCET. 133
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Note to Case 5.-Four weeks after leaving th
city Mr. T. wrote me that while the asthma wa
only slightly improved, he could breathe throug
both nostrils as well as ever.-P. B.

One more remark in reference to the last case
The theory has been'ad vanced recently by eminen
rhinologists, that there is a direct relation existing
between intra-nasal pressure and asthma. In his
case the hypertrophy and asthma appear to have
originated about the same time. Did the former
and the latter occur as a sequence of cause and
effect i That the asthmatic symptoms were less
severe during the last days of his treatment, ap-
pear to point in that direction. Still the case is
too recent to base any conclusion upon. I hope,
however, to be able to report upon this matter at
some future time.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION.

BY B. E. M'KENZIE, B.A., M.D.

Lecturer on Orthopædic Surgery at the Woman's MedicalCollege ; Consultig Surgeon 'in Orthopoedic S urgery
to the Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto.

( Continued from December number.)

The value of physical exercise is not limited to
its production of muscular power; it is the best
means available for strengthening and keeping in
bealth the delicate and important structures which
encase the vital organs, and on whose good de-velopment the health and ability cf the organs
must greatly depend. It is as valuable to him
wbo works with his brain, as to him who works
with his hands, because it will enable him to pro-
long and sustain his labors with safety to himself
and increased good to his fellow-men. It is in
childhood and youth while every tissue and organ
is plastic, changing, and capable of change, that
physical no less than mental and moral culture
should be obtained. The strong limbs and shapely
frame, the strong heart and ample lungs, in the
well-proportioned and elastic chest place a pre-
mium upon the mental and moral power of their
possessor in every work of life.

Of the many forms of mal-growth, to be found,
on enquiry, in every school, all are capable of
improvement or rectification by well-chosen, graded
systematic exercis& By the use of the parallel
bars, clubs and other means calling into play the'

ADA LANCET. [JAN.,

e thoracic muscles, the hollow chest may be rounded
out and its growth increased three or four inches

h in as many months. When the shoulders are
rounded forward and the anterior chest wall is

. made to restrict the space allotted to the lungs,
t the muscles which should hold the shoulders in

place may be taught to do their duty and be im.
bued with new strength for their performance;
the spine which is no longer erect, but which has
yielded to the superincumbent weight because the
muscles are no longer able to keep it erect, may
resume its normal, graceful curves by re-educating
the muscles to the duty so long forgotten.

Long-continued attention to physical exer-
cise, guided by a knowledge of the laws of physio-
logy, is capable of doing much to counteract dis-
ease, and to remedy or alleviate its dire effects.
Blaikie, a well-known American athlete, an oar
in a Harvard crew, and a writer on this subject,
was considered a hopeless consumptive when he
first went into training. Dr. Winship, who lifted
3,000 pounds, was but a puny lad, and commenced
training for the avowed purpose of fitting himself
to punish an older student who had treated hini
badly. Especially in Europe is this a recognized
mode of treatment in various forms of chronic
disease, in deformities arising from general weak-
ness, and resulting so frequently from faulty posi-
tions assuined by girls and boys, and especially
when at school. Cases that were formerly treated
with but very unsatisfactory results hy means of
shoulder and spinal braces, and other apparatus
for correcting faulty, acquired positions, are now
affording the happiest results through the use of
well-chosen exercises, selected according to the
needs of the case, and graduated by the ability
and progress of the patient. In pursuance of this
method, when the body has been set free frowi
unphysiological restraints, the illused or unused
muscles have, more or less perfectly, resumed their
proper functions, have increased in volume and
power, the form has become more erect, the chest
acquired greater power of expansion, and the
entire bearing and physique have greatly improved.

McLaren, of Oxford, took charge of twelve
officers of the British army to qualify them as in-
structors in gymnastics, and carefully ascertained
and registered the development of each at the
commencement of his course of instruction, and at
certain intervals afterward. They ranged between
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19 and 29 years of age, between 5 ft. 5 in. and
6 ft. in height, between 128 lbs. and 174 lbs. in
weight, and had been in the service of the army
fromn 2 to 12 years. The muscular increase of
arl 18 and shoulders, and the expansion of the chest
was such as to have a ludicrous and eubarrassing
result, for before the fourth month, several of the
then could not get into their uniforms, jackets and
trousers, without assistance, and when they had
got them on they could not get them to meet
down the front by a hand's-breadth. One of these

1nen had in four months gained five inches in
growth of chest. Who shall estimate the value
of that gain of five inches to the working capacity
of the individual, and to his power to resist dis-
ease. It means tive inches more space for the
Work and development of heart and lungs. This
' 1ot all. Before such a gain could be made the
'Whole frame-work of the systein must have par-
taken of the benefit, and every organ within the
body have been proportionately strengthened. The
greatest improvement occurred in those who were
the Youngest. McLaren adds: " There was one
Cange-the greatest of all-to which all other

hýanges are but means to an end, are but
evidences more or less distinct that this end has

n accomplished, a change which I could not
record, which can never be recorded, but which
Was to me, and to all who had ever seen the
Uenr, Most impressively evident, and that was
the change in bodily activity, dexterity, presence
« luind, and endurance of fatigue; a change
a hundredfold more impressive than anything
the tape-measure or the weighing-chair can ever
erveal."

The association of the physical, mental and
tnoral is a natural one, and unchangeable in

essential principles. It was expressed in
Juvlenals well-known line, " Mens sana in corpore

At this juncture in our educational de-
eloprnent, when we are laying the foundations

' tis young nation upon which we hope to build
'a edifice worthy in some degree of our ancestry,
a'd reflecting the light and influences that have

e to us through the ages, the acknowledgment
'f the relationship which exists between the mate-

a.nd spiritual, the physical and mental would
or a better appreciation of the importance of

ealth and hygiene in their widest and fullest
e'nificance, would afford the best antidote for

many of the spiritual-isms that are discrediting
the intelligence of the close of this century, and
would remove barriers which are now standing in
the way of our attainment of that full-orbed in-
dividual development which is the only basis upon
which can rest national greatness. The wide-
spread diffusion of physical culture would be one
of the most potent factors for increasing the public

health and longevity, diminishing disease both by
prevention and cure, augnienting the world's
power for work by addiug to the usefulness and

activity of the individual, and promoting the
material prosperity, the happiness and the morality
of mankind Vigorous and systematic muscular

exertion has a powerful influence in developing

the entire character, it favors the exercise of self-

denial, perseverance and endurance; it strengthens

the will and confers a consciousness of increased

power ; it begets self-confidence, resolution and

courage ; it subdues the passions and elevates the

spiritual and physical energies.
Of the 147 Cambridge men who constituted the

crews of 1829-1869, 28 % attained to the highest

academical distinction, showing that mind and

muscle are not unequal yoke-fellows, but that they

are well able to work together with mutual and

reciprocal advantage. Of the aquatic champions

mentioned by Dr. Morgan in his book on " Uni-

versity Oars," there were three bishops, two judges,

one renowned historian, and many others of intel-

lectual distinction. At Oxford. the general aver-

age of class-men for a given time was about 30 %
at examinations, but cricketers attained 42 % and

rowing men reached 45 70. The best freshinen

crew that Yale ever had was made of ten men and

a coxswain, only one of whom was below the first

scholarship division, and he was in the second at

a time when tbere were three divisions.

Dr. Beddon, in a paper entitled " The Stature

and Bulk of Man in the British Isles," says : " If

we examine only a single race or reputed race at

a time, we shall find that wherever that race attains

its maximum of physical development, it rises high-

est in energy and moral vigor."

Of persons who pass the age of 20 years, the

average age attained at death is about 50 years ;

but in a list of 500 of the greatest names in his-

tory made for the purpose of finding the age at

which they did their best work, it was found that

the average age attained was about 62 years.
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Another list of 240 illustrious names, gives their Franklin's theory that intense energy in actionaverage age as 66 years. The great men of the for a short time is equivalent to slight force actingpast have had not only good brains, but good through a much longer period, is not sound or safebodies, and the time given to physical culture was doctrine.
productive alike of increased tenure of life and of All-impor tant as it is that boys and young mebthe highest intellectual attainment. Gladstone should give more attention to the perfecting of thelas his private gymnasium, and is found regularly body, yet it is to the girls and women that thiltaking outdoor exercise, and especially at his fav- subject should be of greatest interest. Gail Ham-orite pastime-felling trees. On the morning of ilton says: "A girl can go to school, pursue allthe day when he introduced his measure relating the studies, and know them-not as well as a.to Home Rule for Ireland, and when the whole chemist knows chemistry, or a botanist botany,world was his audience, the first hour after rising but as well as they are known by boys of her agewas spent in his gymnasium. Bismarck has al and training, as well, indeed, as they are knowlways been devotedly fond of sports, and is as by many college-taught men-enough at least to·earnest in their pursuit and advocacy as in his be a solace and a resource to her; then graduatework of diplomacy. before she is eighteen and come out of school as-It has been found at Harvard that students fresh and eager as she went in." No doubt thistake about the same rank in acquired gymnastics is strictly true, and yet how many there are whoas they do in their regular studies. Brain and fail to realize this fortunate result, not from anynerve substance are behind every well directed inherent unfitness for the work to be done, normovement, indeed the association is so intimate because in any way inferior mentally or physicallyhat it is impossible to assign to each, i.e., to mus- to young men and boys of the same age; but be-le and nerve, its exact share in the result. Du cause, first, that custom has imposed habits ofBois Raymond has shown, from the standpoint of of dress that are injurious; second, that the temp-comparative zoologist, the necessary connection tation is greater to live within doors, deprived Ofetween brain and muscle, and that by far the sunshine, fresh air and exercise; and, third, be-nost marked influence of physical exercise is upon cause the laws of nature demanding special atten-he nerve centres. Gymnastices, fencing, riding, tion during the years usually devoted to school.wimming, calisthenices, are as much exercise of the are nearly always ignored.
ord and central nervous system as of the muscles That the type of breathing in woman is not thend joints. The gracefulness of every movement same as in man, that in the former it is nearYepends as much upon the proper coôrdination of altogether upper thoracic, and in the former gen-he various groups of muscles as upon their indi- eral, calling into play the lower portion of theidual power; and the power of coôrdination or chest as well as the upper, is manifestly the resultwer te determine harmonjous action je the epe- of a long period of dressing in such a manner asial work of the nervous system. The gray matter to constrict the lower portion of the chest andf the brain, i.e., the active portion in which are hamper its movements, and is a potent factor notcated the centres that control speech, action and to be omitted in recounting woman's disability.hought, is at work, equally with the muscles, in The temptation to live indoors should be met bycuring harmonious movement, is exercised at the regular pursuit of games and exercises thate sanie time and is the gainer through the law are adapted for boys and girls alike. The consid-self-itnprovement. Faculties, functions and eration of the third point brings up the questiongans grow and are strengthened by exercise, and of the co-education of the sexes, which has been'e weakened by disease. The child develops considered as an intellectual problem, and as aain every time it makes a well-directed effort to social problem, but which for its effective solution
asp the object of its desire. The movements of requires the knowledge of the physiologiet. [e child are as essential to the development and the matter of the intellect. no teacher calls inell-being of its train, as the integrity and health question the statement that the girl is the boY'O'the brain are to the growth of its hand. equal ; so far as concerns morality, there is abundIn this work, time is an important element. ant testimony that young men and women, as eI
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es boys and girls, are more amenable to discipline
Under co-education. Dr. Weir-Mitchell says :
" The time taken for the more serious instruction
'Of girls extends to the age of eighteen, and rarely
Over this. During these years they are undergoing
such organic developnent as renders them remark-
ably sensitive. . . . To-day the American woman,
to speak plainly, is unfit for her duties as woman,
and is perhaps, of all civilized women, the least
'qualified to undertake those weightier tasks which
tax so heavily the nervous system of man. She
a flot fairly up to what Nature asks from her as
Wife and mother. How then will she sustain ber-
self under those still more exacting duties which
nOw-a-days some are so eager to have lier siare
with man ? In consequence of the great neglect of
Physical exercise and the continuous application
tO Study, together with various other influences,
large numbers of our American women have alto-
9ether an undue predominance of the nervous
temperament."

One objection to our present methods of educa-
'tOn of girls is the unintermitting demand for
brain work. It is impossible that the system
sbould, at the saine time, do two things well-
<tevelop the body in all its wealth of special cha-
racteristics, and at the same time perfect the intel-
lectual processes. Good productive thou ght implies
a healthy brain, and a healthy brain implies an
abundant supply of good healthy blood. But this
'aI1not be supplied to the brain without detriment
tO the functions of the developing physical organ-

Throughout our colleges and schools there is no
greater need to-day than that systematic education
for the body be given to both boys and girls and
o Young men and women, such as will prevent

the more intellectual, ambitious and worthy from
falling, a prey to the disabilities which hamper
their usefulness, and hand down to posterity the
hghy-wrought brain and feeble constitution which

0re 8o rapidly increasing the numbers that fall as

Vctims of insanity, and cause the present to be a
tiI1eniarked-as never was any age before-by dis-
'asesof the nervoussystem. Our presentmethods of
education provide for the non-survival of the fit-
test. If you find the boy or girl of clear brain,

igh ambition and lofty motive, you find parents
'Id teachers alike urging that all attention be

Siven to the cultivation of the mind, to the neg-
2

lect of the hody; and the average resuit is that
those whom Nature endowed most favorably with
the graces of head and heart, either fail in the
race or increase in their person and in their chil-
dren the number of those whose over-wrought
nervous organization is characteristic of this age.

Though our children have grown weary, and
some have been mentally and physically stunted
and others have gone through life bearing its
duties and responsibilities as if they were burdens,
and have plodded on with discordant nerves,
steps that showed no buoyancy and with health
much below par, while others have let go their
hold upon life before its normal cycle had passed
-all through the one-sidedness of our education
and in satisfying the demands of the machine;
yet there are indications that wiser counsels are
prevailing, that we are ccming to understand that
the beauty and power and usefulness of the intel-
lectual, the moral, and the spiritual have a natural
relation, that may not be igncred, to this physical
tenement which is a necessary concomitant of our
existence here. The girl who learns to swing the

clubs, use the vaulting pole, run a mile without

tiring, poise gracefully in every natural position,
and becomes free from every restraint that ham-

pers and retards the healthful exercise of import-

ant organs, becomes thereby the honored bearer to

humanity of greater blessings than she who ac-

quaints herself with all the rules of art. The boys

and girls who are learning the eleinents of physio-

logy and hygiene, and who through practice are

learning the use of every group of muscles and

due discipline and control of the nervous syst-em,
who are securing for themselves due development

of important tissues and organs, are not they who

will be most likely to fall victims to the wiles of

the quack in science, politics, or religion, and will

not make recruits to fill up the ranks of the various

isms and fads and frauds that abound in our time.

It has been shown that they who give most atten-

tion during their school days to physical culture

are not drones in the recitation room. They are

full of life and vigor, are the influential men upon

the campus and in society, but especially are they

the successful and aggressive men in after life.
Let us, in our young country, build up a systen

of education commencing with the children and

going up through every grade of school and college

life,-a system that will be as broad as the needs

'90j
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of the human organism, as free as it is now tram- the edge of bis ribs and was of such a sharply-elled, that will produce not a body, not a soul, but detined nature as to make him suspect that somea man educated for manhood, a woman educated animal was darting to and fro. Bis skin at thefor womanhood, and both for humanity. same time, seemed to be hyperæsthetic with this,

occasionally, lie had periods when he suffered fromCLINIC BY WILLIAM PEPPER, M.D. retention of urine; from the account it would
appear that the catheter did not carry off theProf. of Medicine University Hospital, Philadelphia. water until the bladder-walls were stimulated to

AN OBSCURE CASE OF ABDOMINAL PAIN COMPLI- action by outside irritation such as punching or
CATED WITH MORPIIIA-EATING. kneading.

He went into a hospital after being under treat.In the search for the truth in obscure and un ment for two years outside without relief. Herecertain cases, I think that far too littie impor- to quiet his intense paryoxysmal pain, he was giventance and emphasis is placed on the " facies " of morphia; this practice was kept up for eigiteen
a patient by the rank and file of physicians. The months until lie was in the habit of taking five
face if rightly read may be an opei answer to grains hypodermically in the twenty-four hours.many an otherwise unsolved puzzle. We can Since dismissal, he again experiences the painlearn much from a man's expression if we will but thougl iess intonsely, and has reduced bis norphia
look. For example, here is a man whose face taking. As he lies hete to-day ho tells us, he iwhich at once attracts and interests nie, will prove here to do or die, that he is willing to undergo
a clue, I think, towards the solution of his hitherto any operation or course of treatinent however
unexplained case. We are told that he has been rigorous if he is only relieved. As we approach
unable to work for nine years and for the major this case, let us first endeavor to analyze the
part of wlat time lias been in bed, owing to an course of lis trouble. We seem to have threeillness wliich lias lasted that period. But his com- stages: first, the developing disease, second aplaisant, contemplative, half contemptuous look is morphia-eater; and third, a decrease of ndorplai
not that of a man worn out by chronic disease. In taking with a recurrence of the original pain, for
the first place there are not many chronic troubles he confesses to the occasional use of that drug,
which last ten years; and when they do, they which after careful examination we find is taken
make their nmarks as they go alon. The patient pretty regularly during the day.is slowly broken down; piece by piece, bis strength, It has always been my experience tlat whenhis courage, and those properties which go to morphia bas been given for an ength of time for
make up what we call "self " are slowly sapped. the relief of pain tbat there occurs a nimicry of
This man's face does not present such a story; it the disease on te gradual withdrawal of that.drug;
is rather the face of a man who bas been accus- a simulation of the original aches and pains wbich
tomed to see bis case baffle his doctors, without imitate the real complaint cunningly that it is
experiencing the depressing influences of an or often difficult or impossible to decide their trus
ganic trouble. Tien again, lie tells a different source. We i1l remesber this element when we
story from that which a chronic case would relate. reace the wistory of the trouble again. The fact
Let us hear it. At the outset, nine years ago, he complicates an originally obscure case.
began to experience paroxysmal attacks of pain in It was not nephritic colic; here the pain is an-the upper zone of bis abdomen. These pains grew terior in the renal region along the course of the-
worse through the attacks until they were some- urethra, and the passage of a calculus is common.
what relieved by spells of voiniting. Later the Vomiting is compon but the case is clearly not of
pain became more or less constant, with these tiis sort. Neithersiscit bepatic;true it isabdo-
occasional exacerbations. The matters vomited in;l. but there neyer bas been jaundice or gall-
were very offensive, liquid, blackish in color, but stoi.s found after careful searcn. This reduces
as far as I can deternine îot known by microsco- it to gastralgia or enteralgia. The position of thepic examination to be blood or bile. The pain he pain, and te other signs al point to the stomach
says, ran across bis body from the left just below as the original seat of trouble. This was true pro-
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y nine years ago, but what of the condition to
Y. It will be necessary to eliminate the morphia

elelTent before we can study the case successfully
or intellig-ently. Without demonstrable organic
casOI-, it is never safe to attempt to diagnose any
caý into which such a factor enters. Then we
'iItstudy what is left; new symptoms will prob-
ably then rise up which will furnish good data.

na conquerin- the morphia-habit it is necessary
or the physician and patient to work hand in

band ; there must be forbearance and patience
a sd ympathising encouragement on the one side

nld Conscientious, earnest effort on the other. In
such a condition of things, it will be possible to
overome this dread trouble, but it can be done in
e Other way. Simultaneously with this will be

.tablished a tonic nutrient treatment, a regular
diet and good moral control. Electricity may be
'used to toue up the system, some analgesic which

flot an anodyne will be given, as antipyrin. We
evill not atteupt any lavage or nephrectomy how-
ever, until we clear up the case sufficiently to
111ake a diagnosis reasonably certain and not mere
gu'esswork.

THE COMMON DISEASES OF THE
BREAST.

BY CHRISTOPHER HEATIH, F.R.C.S.

thO-day I will speak of the common diseases of
th breast. Sonie of them you may see here inthe wards of the hospital, and others you will haveoPPortunities of seeing, I have no doubt, il theOJutpatient

paW.en departments, and you may also meet
at tem in private practice. First, let me saywith regard to atroplhy of the breast. You

b Oe f course, finid different individuals with their
thersts differently developed ; for in sonie familiesre is hardly any development of the mamnary
regOn, while in others you find that all the girls

are full-breasted. The practical surgical point ispallether or not the breast is sufficiently developed,atcuarly the nipple, for the duties of maternity.
Scalli vhere the atrophy of the breast, if we may

ar r it, becomes important in practice. If youfre etamed to attend a woman in her first con-treent, it is qpite worth while to take a little
able e before she is confined to see that she is
le to nurse the child which will be born. Manyre, bhave very sessile nipples ; and you mustreiuera ber that the nipple is not merely a series of
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- ducts for the passage of the mnilk, but that there
is a large quantity of involuntary muscular fibre
in it, and it is because of that involuntary muscu-
lar fibre that the nipple, when it is excited, be-cornes more prominent, thus enabling the child's
mouthà to retain it. You nay notice that when
a child is first put to the breast it will lot be able
to grasp the nipple, but, by poking its nose and
inouth against it, it excites the nipple, so that it
becomes more prominent, and then the child can
hold it.

It is quite worth while to draw out the nipple,
if it is too sessile for the child to get at it, by an
ordinary breast-pu mp. The old-fashioned breast-
pump, I snppose, has quite gone out of use. The
more modern instrument is one with which a
woman can draw the breast herseif, and may ho
seen in ail the chemists' shops. It consists of a
little glass shield, with a miouth-piece coming offfrom it, at which the woman can suck, so making
a vacuum ; and the milk then comes away and col-
lects in the lower part. But a little friction also
may do good in developing the nipple-a little
gentle rubbing, too, will harden the skin, and that
is an important matter. But let me say that if
friction is carried to an abnormal extent, it may
produce hypertrophy of the breast, whiclh is a
serious thinig,.leading to amputation.

You will find that the monthly nurse, if she is
a good one, will take a little trouble to bathe the
nipple of a primipara with a little brandy and
water, which is a common recipe and a very good
one; but one great reason why nipples become
sore is that they are so constantly wet. You may
not be aware that many women suffer from an in-
voluntary flow of nmilk from the breast, so that
their clothes are apt to get wet, and I have here a
little contrivance to be used in cases of that kind.
It is a littie glass into which the nipple can be
slipped, and it can be worn under the dress. The
milk which is superfluous accuimulates in the lower
part of the glass, and does not wet the breast.
It is a great point that the nipple should be dry,
and that it should be protected when it is not being
used ; otherwise it is apt to become what is called
" chapped," Now a chapped nipple is the begin.
ning of a series of troubles, and it should there-
fore be cured as soon as possible. I ha% e asked
in the midwifery department of the hospital what
is now the favorite remedy for chapped and sore
nipples, and 1 am told that it is glycerine of tan.
nin and sulphurous acid, of each a half ounce with
one ounce of water. You have here the astringent
effect of tannin and sulphurie acid and I have no
doubtthat itis a good renedy. There are fifty reme-
diesforchapped and sore nipples; and perhaps oneof
the best surgical ones is nitrate of silver, if properly
applied. The great mistake made in the applica-
tion of nitrate of silver for a sore breast is taking
a stick and rubbing it on promiscuously ; you ther
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have a great patch of caustic, and you imay If you have delivered a woman who is unable tebave a large sore on the nipple. The proper way nurse her child, and who is the sul>jecv of syphilis,is to take a fine camel-hair brush and wet it with a the child will undoubtedly within a month or s iten-grain solution, or draw the brush over the weeks after birth develop congenital syphilis; andstick of nitrate of silver, and having thorou ghly if you have already put the child to a wet-nursedried the nipple, to paint into any little crack that the chances are thut it will communicate syphilisyou can see. Some sore nipples evidently depend to lier, and then trouble ay arisean action ayupon the condition of the child's mouth. A child be brought, or remuneration would have to bewith an aphthous nouth is apt to produce a sore made. I draw your attention to these thiogs be-condition of the nipple. It is difficult to treat, cause mistakes are sometinies oade simply throughani no doubt it may be communicated from one inattention to theme.
child to another; for if a healthy child is put to Now, supposing a patient bas a rimple ordin-a nipple of that kind, it may possibly get thrush. ary sore nippie, what bad resuts may resilt froiBorax is the great remedy for the complaint-the it? soe irst thingis that the ufortunate wnianold-fashioned borax and honey, or the more modern with a sore iipple is almost unable to nurse berglycerinum boracis, applied freely to the child's child. T e iipple. is o exquisitely tender thatmouth, and also to the nipple of the mother. wen the child is put to itx tbe woman, whether

These are comparatively simple cases ; the com the mother or not, cannot bear the pain. Underpiated ind important oe is wen syphilis is those circumstances, of course you have to dopresent in the child's nouth. Wien you get into something, and the best thing you ca • do is topractice you cannot be too much on your guard provide an artificial nippie. A glass slield likeabout syphilis ; that is to say, you must keep your that which I hold in ny hand is the usual thing.eyes open but your mouth shut. If you bear it Upon it there should be hitted an ordinary i lia-in mind, you will avoid the errors into which rub>er teat, and if that is placed over the nipplepractitioners are sonetimes led, both as regards and the nipple is rade to go well into it, witlthe mQther and as regards the wet-nurse which is little suction >y the child's mout the niilk flowsan important point. A woman, we will say, lias and there is no irritation of the nipple. You caborne a healthy child, and she is unable to nurse tien proceed with the i edication of the nipple,it. A wet nurse is engaged and you find somne without doig har to te child. But it oftentime afterwards that the child develops a coppery bappens that the woan nelects herself. She hasrash upon the body, with all the syepto s of con- got a sore nipple, she cannot nurse the child, andstltutional syphilis, and it becomes clear that te she allows lier breast to become gorged witl dilk,child has been syphilized by the nurse. Such which is the first stage of inflam ation of thecases have occurred from timîîe to time, and they breast. You will soaetimes have a woman cotare extremely serious. It is very important that to you with a breast as fuhl of nilk as the unfor-in selecting a wet-nurse you should go thoroughly tunate overstocked cows tbat are sometimes driveninto the history of her previous life, and inquire to the fair, not baving been milked for twentywhether she has suffered in any way fror sores four ous before selhing, in order to show the pur-about the genitals, or whether she ha hamd second chaser that they have good udders of hoilk. Theary, or, possibly tertiary symptomis. Generally woman suffers in the same way as the lower anithe wet-nurse is young, and will not be likely to mal; the distension of the breast is extre e, andhave got so far as tertiary symptoms ; but it is t ;tere is great weight and diste is, and if it is noenot uncommon for a voung woman to have un- slortly reieved, it soon ends in inflaniation
consciously secondary syphilis from a husband, or The mode of relieving it is a simple matter. Thein other ways, because wet-nurses are not always nilk may either ve drawn with a putp, or themarried. You find perhaps that there is souie breast may be relieved very much by gent le preSevidence of syphilis in the throat, and she may sure of the rands, the operator stand g bei dcommunicate this to the child she suckles by kiss- the patient a ,d compressin the breast, so thaing it. 1 do not think there is any proof that the nilk is squeezed out without dificulty. sasyphilis can be conmunicated through the milk, gentie pressure, because if you use anything likebut what more often happens is that the woman's violent pressure, you maY do a great deal Of t arlnipple becomes a little sore, then you get the In the case of new-born cildren, one sometim'child's mouth infected, and al] the symptoms of sees a foolish old monthly nurse, who observes 0constitutional syphilis develop, and it has some- little fluid comin away fmom the breast of a childtimes happened in such cases that the syphilized (whichi is not at ail uncomnion), set to wofk vigochild bas been put to the nipple of a healthy ously to squeeze it out, and every now and thewoman, and has again communicated syphilis. you get in such cases an abscess in tbe beasthYou cannot be tto particular in the choice of a wet- a new-bon child. If, as I have said, the woial"nurse, and you should be most particular in look- breast is gently squeezed, the woiilk exudes, anding at the child that you give to the wet nurse. the trouble may pass off. If it is necessary tO
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StOP the milk in the breast-if, for instance, the
'hld has died, or has been taken away from the
l1lother, and the breastsimply beconies overloaded,
then thbere is nothing so good as the application
f beltadonna. At the present time in this hos-

Pita, and, I think, a good deal through my efforts
and teaching, we use belladonna for most local in-flinlatory ailments; but originally the use ofbelladonna was introduced for breasts in which

1 Weanted to arrest the secretion of milk. There
15ixo doubt that the application of belladonna
youed with glycerine is the very best remedy thatYoU can ha% e for that kind of case. Well andthoroughly applied over the breast, it tends to ar-
ret the secretion of milk, relieves pain, and pre-
vents the occurrence of inlammation. Then sup-
Pose we have the breast not properly emptied, it
haying gone beyond that stage before you see it,

ou certainly will have inflammation set up in theb -general mastitis, if you like to use the
. There are two theories with regard to that

"l1 ammation. I believe myself that in the great
!l.jority of cases it begins, as I have described,
'. distension of the milk ducts ; but some author-

ctes believe that the inflammation travels up the
pects from the sore nipple, and they say that the

'PPIe is the direct cause of the inflammation.
e tlat as it may, you find all the symptoms of

'dfla tination, namely, swelling, heat, and redness,
8on the great thing, of course, it to relieve it as80~as possible.

If there is one thing that a woman who has a
801e breast objects to more than another, it is to
a"ing it, as she calls it, "lanced." If you say to
h Patient that you are going to lance ber abscess,

phe will probably button up her dress and disap-Pe, and you will not see her again. When I
the to see the out-patients I ienerally got overtordi$ficulty in cases of this sort by avoiding the

r u i a.cing," and hy making no open show ofhiles and basins. If you open your lancet be-
lid your back or in your pocket, and then just
irkeda puncture, which is really all that is re-

greate, you cai Jet out the abscess without any
great difficulty, and your patient will be only too

oul for what you have doie. Of course, if
se re goin g to open an extensive abscess, it is
ve o give the patient chloroform ; but if you

lnot the opportunity of giving chloroform,
nt' must act artfully and opei the abscess quite
heliently without giving the patient any pain

Spuncture is so momentary, and the relief of
tioion of the abscess is so great that the opera-

1s really painless.
by Wth regard to the opening of an abscess of the

bt, what direction should you open it ? Nothe the best plan is to open in the direction of
tda ucts as far as possible. Of course, you knowSt from the nipple in the middle there are
St"aight ducts, as they are called, radiating, and
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then the lobuli of the breast are arranged ail
round, so that in making the incision anywhere
near the nipple you should always make it in a
line radiating from the nipple, and you should
make it, as far as possible, in a dependent position.
Of course, if the abscess happers to be in the upper
part of the breast, an incision should be made
immediately above the nipple, which is as good a
position as you can have; but if the abscess is in
the lower part of the breast, clearly you must make
it lower down. You must make a dependent
opening wherever it is, and you must remember
the anatomy of the gland so as not to cut the
essential parts of the breast across more than you
can help. lI the wards, from time to time, we see
cases of abscesses of the breast, and they are in-
variably the neglected ones, for we do not ordinarily
take in cases of conmon abscess of the breast
Mr. Holden lias given nie the notes of three cases
which we have had in the wards this year. I will
not trouble you with the details of two of them,
which are very comnon cases, but will pass on to
that of a womtîan named E. B., which I will give
a little in detail.

She was aged 21, and was admitted on June
27. She was confined with her first child (these
abscesses generally occur with the first child) on
May 30, 18b8. She tried to suckle the child for
two days, but had not enough milk. On June
15 she had great pain in the right breast, and dur-
ing the night the breast swelled to a great size.
On June 16 the breast was poulticed till the pain
ceased. The left breast swelled in a similar way,
and it was poulticed. On June 17 the right breast
began to discharge about the lower border, and
very soon a number of discharging points forned,
and a large amount of pus flowed during the fol-
lowing week. Within .a few days the left breast
beganî to discharge, but it was never so bad as the
right one. On June 26 the right breast ulcerated
right through above the nipple. The lower part
of the breast being thus detached fell downwards
by its own weight, disclosing a large abscess-cavity
between the breast and the pectoral muscle.

Ont admission the right breast was pretty well
converted into a large abscess. At the top, two
inches above the nipple, many discharging points
joined together, forming a large, irregular, ragged
wounid o)f a linear character, chiefly transverse.
The result was the falling of the breast in a flap
downward, exposing the whole cavity of the ab-
scess. Those who saw the case can hardly forget
it ; the condition was so renarkable on account of
the enormous destruction of tissue, and the large
abscess, whbich was very widely open. The abscess
was subn anmary, the floor beinig forned by the
pectoralis major, the falling flap containing the
whole thiickness of the breast, and, 'xcept for ai
questionable portion below, its whole substance.

This is an exaggerated exanple of the bad
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effects of over-poulticing. I do not know whether
the wonan had iedical advice or not, but she
seems to have been advised to poultice, and that
is justwhat is done domestically ; they go on poul-
ticing until they reduce the vitality of the part,
and the whole of the tissues have become under-
mined by suppuration, and then at last the
patient has to come into the hospital. Let me
remind you of what was doue before I show you
the patient. The great point at first was to sup-
port the breast, and you may remember I insisted
upon it beiug properly supported by plaster. It is
of no use bandaging in these cases, but with long
strips of plaster properly applied you can make
the pressure sufficient to bring the parts into posi-
tion.

You now see from the appearance of the patient
before you that the description Mr. Holden has
given is perfectly correct. There is a great trans-
verse cut running across the breast, and the whole
breast fell down. On the other side you see there
are scars of a less severe suppuration, a part of
the breast was a good deal undermined, but it was
nothing compared with the right side.

As regards the treatment of these mamnary
abscesses, in the first place let me say that I do
not decry poultices. You must have heard me
say in the wards that I have not lost my faith in the
old-fashioned linseed poultice, and I believe it to
be an extremely comfortable thing if properly
applied and if the breast is properly supported.
The great mistake is keeping it on too long. A
bad breast should be held up either with a silk
handkerchief or a bandage. If it is kept up and
well supported, I have no objection to poulticing
for a few hours, but as soon as there is any matter
present it ought to be let out. That is the difli-
culty-that the matter is not always at the sur-
face-and the surgeon hesitates because his finger
is not sufficiently educated to be sure whether
there is any matter or not, and he allows it to
burrow; whereas if he were more up to his work
he would have made a timely incision, and saved
al] the trouble. For myself I would much rather
make an incision uselessly in a case of that kind
before the matter is formed than I would allow the
matter to burrow, even twelve hours after it was
forined. You do no harm by an early incision,
for if nothimg escapes you withdraw the knife,
and the puncture soon heals ; but if you find the
matter deeper than you expect, and it wells up
beside the bistoury, you have only to enlarge the
opening, and the matter flows out.

If the case cones before you after the matter
has hurrowed, a great deal can be done by the
modern systemn ofgutting in drainage-tubes, which
in these cases are extremely useful. You put in a
properly arranged drainage-tube, so that the open-
ing shall be dependent, and the matter finds its
way out, and you relieve the patient materially.

Hiere, again, let me warn you against putting in
too many drainage-tubes and keeping them in too
long. There is sometimes a tendency, when a
drainage-tube is put in, to leave it in indefinitely,
whereas it does all the good it is likely to do in
two or three days. You will notice how soon we
remove drainage-tubeâ here in cses of amputa ion
and the like. It is of no use to leave them in a
long time; in fact, they become practically setons.

Then let me give you another caution. Be careful
that you do not lose your drainage-tube. I have
more than once seen cases in which a breast has
been drained, I have no doubt very properly, but
unfortunately the surgeon has lost a piece of the
drainage-tube. Months afterwards the patient in
such a case comes back, and there is a g.eat hub-
bub because the piece of drainage tube has come
out of a sinus, and naturally the patient appre-
ciates the fact that the trouble has been kept up
by the tube. You should, therefore, have strings
to your drainage-tube, or you may adopt the plan
you have seen me use of putting a safety-pin
through the end of it, which, I think is better,
because it always keeps the end of the tube flush
with the skin.

So much for the ordinary form of abscess. Let
me remind you that you may have mamnary ab-
scesses in different situations. There are three
comumon situations in which an abscess may form.
First, you may have it in these straight tubes
round the nipple. One of these little tubes is
blocked by epithelium ; the tube then becomes dis-
tended with nuilk. If you see it, you may open it,
and call it a little lacteal tumor if you like ; but if
it is not seen and treated, it is apt to suppurate,
and then you get a little elongated abscess close tO
the nipple. The treatment is quite obvious and
simple, and you merely incise it. A more serious
case is the one I have described-an abscess in the
substance of the breast. Then, lastly, there is the
form which you meet with occasionally, but not
comnionly-an abscess under the breast. In the
case the notes of which I have read to you, by the
time the patient was admitted the abscess lad got
under the breast, but I do not think it was so ori-
ginally. But there are cases in whieh the cellular
tissue between the breast and the pectoral muscle
becomes inflamed and the abscess forms there, and
you have the remarkable feature of the breast
being thrust forward by a swelling behind it ; and
the fluctuation, instead of being through the breast
is at the margin of it, and usually the lower mar-
gin. In these cases, of course, you would make a
free incision below the breast and let the matter
out. It runs out readily, and afterwards, by judi-
cious pressure, you bring the breast back
again into its original position, and it soon gets a
firm attachnent. Those are comparatively simple
cases if they are recognized, but I have known an
abscess of that kind to be taken for a much more
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8erious disease. The patient was thouglt to have
n rapidly-growing tumor of the breast, which, after
a time, resolved itself into a small abscess over the
Pectoral muscle.

Let me say a word with regard to a simple mat-
ter, but one which is sometimes misunderstood,
from the want of having seen it. There is a dis-
ease of the skin which we know as molluscurm con-
tagiosum, which is found upon children's faces,
and which you may sonetimes tind upon a woman's
breast. It is a little collection of sebaceous tiate-
tial, and if examined microscopically will be found
to consist of cells packed together in lobular mass-
es, bounded and separated by fibrous tissue. Some
authorities do not agree as to its being contagious,
but I have no doubt it is contagious in this sense,
that if a child happens to have it on its face-a
common situation-you will find that the mother's
breast will become iroculated, and there will be a
development of molluscum contagiosum upon it.
I have~here a picture of it. You see the sebaceous
'faterial collected in the follicles of the child's
face, and there is exactly a similar disease produ-
ced upon the mother's breast. I am not sure that
it can be communicated froin the mother to the
Child, but I am sure that it can be conmmunicated
from the child to the mother. It is not a serious
thing, but you ought to be able to recognize it.
The treatment is to squeeze out the little sebaceous
collections, which heal up readily enough, as the
ordinary comedones do on the face. Then there is
faniother thing which is occasionally found on the
skin of the breast-that is keloid. It is not com-
,non, and I mention it for that reason. You may
mleet with a patient who has developed keloid on
the skin of the breast, which is very apt to be mis-
taken for a more serious disease. At first it is
hard, and looks a little like scirrhus. I simply
flenition it that you may have your attention call-
ed to it.-Br. Med. -Jour.

THE TREATMENT OF NEURALGIA.

PROPHYLACTIC TREATMENT.

Idiopathie neuralgia, like the other neuroses'
is a hereditary disease. The ascendants of the
I.euralgic subject-one or more of them-were
either neuralgic, or were sufferers froin hysteria,
ePilepsy, or some other neurosis ; or, the parent
May have impaired a naturally good constitution
bY intemperance or some other vice, and so entailed

n the offspring that instability of nerve organiza-
on, which under suitable provocation, finds ex-

pression in some form of neuralgia.
There are, of course, exceptions to the rule that

rIeuralgia is a hereditary disease ; children born
be'althy have had their constitutions nndermined
Y insufficient diet, by some one or more of the

diseases peculiar to children (as scarlet fever or
diphtheria,) or even by precocious addiction to some
vice, etc.

Children who have inherited the neuralgic tem-
peranient should not be allowed too study too liard
at school, and should not be subjected to physical
tasks of an arduous and exhausting nature. Mod-
eration in all things should be the rule. Such sub-
jects are unfitted to bear a strain. At the same
ti[ie they should be required to walk in the open
air, to indulge in invigorating sports, to perform
gymnastic exercises of certain kinds which can be
borne without too much fatigue, to practise rowing,
horse-back riding, swimining. The cold bath or
cold douche in the morning is a good auxiliary.
All these hygienic measures improve the circula-
tion and develop a strong muscular and nervous
organization. Hydrotherapy especially toughens
the integument and prevents the frequent occur-
rence of debilitating rheums.

To these mneans should be added a full, generous
diet of meat, eggs, fish, milk, cereals, vegetables
and fruits. Very many cases of ieuralgia have
been traced to a ineagre anI insufficient dietary.
When we remember that neuralgia is essentially
a disease of malnutrition, and that nerve substance
is a conglonerate of richest animalized principles
(phosphorized oleo-albumen), we see that we must
place in the foremost rank of remedial agencies
those means whiclh improve or restore the nutri-
tive functions.

Some of the worst forms of migraine, prosopal-

gia, etc., that I have ever seen were among the
poor and ill-fed. For delicate half-starved chil-
dren brought up in slums and tenlement houses
there can be but little hope ; out of these breeding-
places of disease come multitudes of the hysterical,
the neuralgic, the nervously shattered, who float
about between the hospital and the ainshouse.

The neuropathic child should be taught the
necessity of plenty of sleep. Too much emphasis
cannot be placed on this requirement. Eight,
even ten hours sleep a day is not too much. Those
predisposed to neuralgia should be compelled to
go to bed early-hetween the hours of nine and
ten every night, and all evening excitenenîts should
be forhidden. Anong the latter should be men-
tioned the reading of dime novels

Aseverythincg that favors the precocious develop-
ment of the passions is bad, the evil influence of
corrupt comupanions is to be depreciated and
avoided by every possible nieans. It is, however,
a matter of great difficulty for the parent or
guardian always to avert such influences, for the

cousin or class-mate of the moral and " goody," sort
is often the one who in secret instils the poison and
corrupts the nature of the child.

Doubtless the evils of masturbation, as practised
by children, have not been too highly painted. The
neuropathic child cannot be too early, too earnestly
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or too faithfully warned against the pernicious damaged. It is only exceptionally that I wouldeffeets of this vice. allow a neuropathic patient to apply to any of the

PRoPHYLAXIS IN THE ADULT. so-calied hypnotics for relief. Where a snall dose
ThNdTof whiskey, or a glass of bitter ale will produceThe adult who, by faulty organization, by de- refreshing sleep, this is safer than chloral or a narbilitating influences, by previous attacks of neu- cotie. Sometimes it makes a great difference whatralgia, is predisposed to this neurosis, demands the victim of insomnia eats for her supper, andessentially the prophylactic hygiene as han been there are al] sorts of idiosyncrasies in regard toabove ouiined. Me should possess some light, this. Some persons will sleep better with a full,healthy employment, and avoid occupations that some with an empty stomach. To some patient&involve arduous toil and great anxiety. Good, your best prescription is a supper of honiny andnutritious food at regular seasons should be eaten, milk ; to others, a light lunch, or cup of beef teaand alcoholic and other stimulants eschewed ; the on going to bed.neuralgic should also religiously refrain from smok- Above all things, the neuralgic invalid shouldang. These patients are prone to seek excitement, have a mind at ease, for anxiety, care, worry, over-d often sutier a breakdown in consequence. One mastering passions, are the greatest foes to health-patient with whom I was acquainted, used inva- ful sleep.

riably to experience a return of her megrim after As adjuvants to a cure, there are certain tonicg to an evening party or a all, Such persons medicines which deserve mention here : quinine,are unconmonly vivacious under excitement, and strychnine, iron, arsenic, and a very moderatemdure well the strain for the time being. They amount of some of the fermented liquors, wine andre, however, capable of using up in one evening's beer. to the anæmic, iron and arsenic are espe-issipation all their reserve force, and bringing cially useful ; a good combination is the iron, ar-heir nerve-centres into a state of unnatural ere- senic and strychnine pill, furnished by a number ofhisi that weeks of rest may not calm. our pharmacists.
The condition of these sufferers is often deplor- Fothergill's pill is a good stomachic tonic. ItshIe. 0f fine literary and æsthetic tastes, they formula is as follows :annot long enjoy reading, artistic pursuits, etc., R.-Acid. arseniosi......r. J.ithout. a in- th-

rp y g 1; pena ty in an attack of severeorbital or supra-orbital neuralgia. One of my ac-
quaintances cannot read an hour consecutivelywithîout twinges of pain through his temples, which
oblige him to desist. le regards himself as shut
out from the best enjoyments of life; is gioony
and suicidaI. Persons of this temperament need
an especially fortifying regimen ; of which life onthe sea (yachting), in the woods, among the moun-tains, with absolute freedom from brain work, shallfori the principal part.

Some writers (as Vanlier and Anstie), havefound excessive religiousness a factor in the gen-
esis of neuralgia ; but doubtless an ardent espousal
of the most gloorny theological beliefs is less harm-
ful than the indulgence of depressing vices, or the
cultivation of vol uptuous appetites.

The same renarks that have been made aboutsleep, are applicable to the adult neurotic, whoshould have regular habits of sleep, and whose
slcep should he long and sound. If he happens tobe a poor sleeper, he'should endeavor to woo tired
nature's sweet restorer, by taking much exercise
in the open air, and especially diverting exercises
by cold bathing in the morning, and the warm
bat ijust before going to bed, with vigorous shani-pooing of the body, along with the sipping of a cup
of hot water containing some iid cordial, as spirits
of lavender, or even a little Cibil's Fluid Beef ;this is far better than resorting to any of the or-dinary hypnotics, as chloral and sulphonal, which
are sure, in the end, to leave the nervous tonus

Ferri. sulph. exsic.
Pulv. capsici......
Pil. aloes et myrrh

M.-Ft. pil. No. LX.
Sig.-One pill three times a day.

q.s

Or five minins of Fowler's solution may be as-
sociated with ten grains of bicarbonate of sodium
and five of potassio-tartrate of iron in a fluid ounce
of infusion quassia, this dose to be given after
eacb ineai.

Arsenic is one of the best anti-neuralgic reme-
dies that we possess. According to Anstie, it is-
especially useful in the visceral neuralgias. With
arsenic, cod-liver oil may often be conjoined to ad-
vantage. More satisfactory results will be ob-
tained from the pure oil, when it can be borne,than from any of the emulsions, all of which, ac-cording to my experience, patients soon tire. Too
much care cannot b taken that the oil shall be
perfectiy sweet and fresh.

A course of electric treatment (galvanism pre-
ferably to faradism), sometimes works well ; both
by caning the erethism of the nerve centres, and
pronoting the nutrition of the latter. The elec-
trical treatment of neuralgia will claim especial
consideration in another article.

Treatment cf Diatheses which lead to Neuralgia.
aNeuralgia is sometimes under the dominance of
a diathesis such as gout, chlorosis, rheumatism,
hysteria, diabetes. The treatment which is de-
voted to the diathesis is the proper treatment of
the neuralgia.
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Ne'uralgia of Toxic Oriqin.-Neuralgia, may be
iependent on a poisoh in the blood ; lead, mer-

eUry, arsenic, alcohol, malaria. Here the leading
Indications are : 1, to suppress, then antidote,

en promote elimination of the poison ; 2, as far
as Possible to protect the organism from the effects
of the toxic agent, and palliate symptois as theyInay arise. It is evident that when the proper
altidote can be administered,, this is the renedy
Par exce1/ence for the neuralgia. In malarial neu-
ralgia, for instance, quinine in large doses is indi-
eated. In alcoholic neuralgia suppression of all
alcoholic stimulants should be strictly enjoined.
1tn Iicotinic neuralgia tobacco should t>e abstained
fron. In colica pictonum, the proper treatment
Of lead poisoning, will also cure the neuralgia.

Rflex àeuralias.-These neuralgias are due to
localized morbid state (of the uterus, kidneys,

etc>, and the successful treatment of the sufferino
organ will cure the neuralgia.

turgical means of cure.-Neutronomy, neurec-
fony and nerve stretching have aIl been practised
or the cure of intractable neuralgia. Nerve
etretching will be considered with sciatica, and
naeurectomny, (which bas given some brilliant re-
aults) under the head of prosopalgia.

tTreatment of Neuralgic P>aryoxysms.-When in
the presence of an attack of nieuralgia, the first

nii, of course, to do is to relieve the pain. It is
esiable, if possible, to obtain analgesia without

resortiig to morphine. In many of the neural-
ias, such as migraine and those of central origin.

'WItter idiopathic or symptomatic, antipyrin
.ft1 gives speedy, marked relief, tifteen grainsbelng followed by complete disappearance of the

Pu11. A repetition of the same dose in six hours,
and a continuance of this treatment for severaldays, the aitipyrin being given often enough to
keep the pain under subjection, may be ail that is

tluired, th patient being as far as possible re-
0ve(l froim the reach of causal influences. This

r n.in Sée's treatient of the headaches of
students, headaches which often .oblige miatricu-

tes to suspend study for weeks or months. Ace-
tni'lîd ifi half the dose of antipyrin may be at-
4ldd with an equally good result, and the saine
coa.y le said of plienacetine. Lately exalgine has

le into favor in some quarters ; it has been
PraiSed as au anti-neuralgic by Dujardin-Beau-
buetz and Bardet. f

ht is probable that wliere antipyrin fails none of
these other medicines will succeed.
. ml' My own practice I have seen good results
r001 acetanilid in neuralgic headaches. In cervi-

h rachia, dorso-lumbar and sciatic neuralgia I
hseen no benefit from any of these mem bers

e " aroatic series " Citrate of caffeine aid
rana are remedies from which much good may
expected in hemicrania, and always where the

pain seems to be the consequence of nerve tire.
The dose of caffeine is three or four grains, of
guarana twenty grains.

The following prescription for which I am in-
debted to the late Dr. George M. Beard bas given
good results in headaches of almost ail kinds:

.- Cit caffein.
Carb. amimon.. .... ?g.
Elixir. guaranæ..... . fj.

M.-Dose, a teaspoonful every hour till the
pain is relieved.

Some of my patients, delicate migrainous pa,
tients, keep a bottle of citrate of caffeine con-
stantly on their toilet tables; a frequent resort to.
it keeps theni f ree from headaches. I have never
seen any harn result from the continuous use of
this drug.

Aconitine in pills of d,- grain, one pili every
tive hours till the supervention of the physiolog-
ical effects, or till the pain disappears, sonetimes
bas a charming tffect in migraine and tic doulour-
eux.

In face ache, especially when due to a decayed
tooth, the tincture of gelsemium in five-drop doses
every two hours is often followed by speedy sub-
sidence of the pain. I have always found gel hem-
ium in this dose to be a perfectly safe remedy.

Some practitioners have great faith in a full
dose of quinine (fifteen grains) in neuralgias of
the peripheral nerves, whether due to malaria or
some other cause. I cannot say that I have ever
found this alkaloid beneficial in neuralgic parox-
ysms, except where the attack was clearly of ma-
larial origin. 4 Gross'" neuralgic pills, in which
quinine is combined with aconite, strychnine and
morphine are, I think, chiefly of use as a prophy-
lactic where attacks have been frequent.

As outward applications chloroformn liniment,
veratrine ointment, extract of belladonna rubbed
up to a paste with water, spread on cloth and ap-
plied over the seat of pain, have had their advo-
cates. No external means cati be relied on. Ano-
dyne embrocations are more useful when the
pain is rheumatic than when it is neuralgic.

Hlypnotizers dlaim to have accomplished won-
derful resuits by putting the neuralgic sufferer
into the hypnotic sleep, and assuring him that the
pain no longer exists. As nothing is impossible a
priori, and aIl things are to be believed on suffi-
cient testimony, we have now adequate warrant
for a certain faith in hypnotism as a means of
cure. Bernheini's Book on " Suggestion as a The-
rapeutic Agency " contains a number of instances
of severe neuralgic and neuralgiform pains cured
by hypnotic suggestions.

It will often h ippen that none of the above-
means are applicable to the case in hand, or, if
tried, they have resulted in failure. There i
nothing to do then, but to resort to a hypodermiio
injection of morphine. The tablet triturates of
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the pharmacstsare very hndy for this purpose. For a manof forty-six, with bronchial neuralgia-The Conmfencing dose shouîd be the sixth. of al R-Atropinoe sulph., . 1. . gr.grain. If no relief is obtained, the injection may -orphinoe sulph., . . . . gr. .be repeated in fifteen minutes or half an hour. In . M ohinæ sul. . . . . g
bad cases of tic douloureux migraine visceralgia, I Sig.''Hypodermatically once a day.e oe hAlso simall blisters over points of redness.-Prof.
have often had to repeat these injections every DaCosta.half hour until a grain, a grain and a half, andD
even two grains have been administered. Some In cases of sterility in women, resulting from ex-pain creates great tolerance of morphine. I have cessive acid secretion, Prof. Parvin recommends-seen a delicate neurotic girl in a paroxysnh of R-Sodii bicarb...... gr. xij.cervico-bronchial neuralgia bear with impunity a Glycerini . . . . . . g. 3 j.quantity of morphine introduced subcutaneously Aqu destillat., . . . f 3 iv.-M.that would have killed a strong, well man. There . Au destil . . . f cov.Ma no thesam tolrane ofatrpineand Sig.-Use as vaginal injection just before copu-

18 flot the same tolerance of atropine, and lation.it will not do to push the injections of this alka- aon.
loid. if for the first injection one of the morphine For a woman of forty, with aortic constrictionand atropine tablets be used, in the subsequent i and moderate ypertrophy of/heart-jections the atropine should be omitted. The dry- R-Barii chlorid...... gr.ness of the mouth and throat that follows a full AquS destillat..f 3 .Mdose of atropine gives the patient great annoyance Si.-Three tues a day.and discomfort. Aso Tinct. belladonn, gtt. v. every nigt.-For ordinary hypodermic use I employ a solu- Prof. DaCosta.
tion of morphine, consisting of four grains of sul- Prof. Brinton brought bfore the class a man Ofphate of morphine to a fluid ounce of cherry laurel Pof. Brto rougef th a a man ofwater. Of this, a hypodermic syringeful nay about thirty years of age, with a very tight stri-be injected with safety in an adult. The cherry ture of the urethra. ie passed through the stri-olaurel water keeps the solution from spoiling. ture a Ciliform bougie, allowing this to remain fourInject into a flesby part of the arm ; there days, to produce absorption, then threading overis no advantage in injecting over the seat of the the filiforni bougie a silver catheter and passing itpain. 

into the bladder ; then rapid dilatation by dilatorDeep injections of chloroform sometines as ef- and bougies.
fectually relieve the pain as morphine injections. For a woman of twenty, with aortic regurgita-For sciatica take up a syringeful of pure chioro- lion and hyperirophy ojheart-form and inject it the depth of the syringe-needle i a-Tinct, aconiti ... .. gtt. ij.into the gluteal muscles. Tinct. belladonne, . . . gtt. iij.Aitipyrin may also be used hypodermically Aque.. .b . . . ..tf 3 j.-M.Dissolve eight grains in a hypodermic syringeful r. . - e-g-Pro. DaCos.- .of warm water and inject the whole into a fleshy Si
part of the armi or thigh. Germain Seé highly Prof. DaCosta brought before the clinic a womancommenda this use of antipyrin.-Dr. E. P. Hurd, with goitre, and prescribedin 7 imes and Register. .-.odinii........r. xxx.

MEDICAL NOTES.

In a case of traunitic priapism, Prof. Brinton
ordered rest in bed and twenty grains of bromide
of potash four tiines a day.

In cases of coccyqodynia, hypodermic in.jections
of warn water will give relief.-Prof. Parvin.

As a vaginal wash in vaginitis-
R-Creolin, . . . . . .. •..3 j.

Aquæ, . . . . ..... f xvj.
-Prof. Parvin.

Prof. Brintonis very specific in directing that
a fracture of the radims and ulna be dressed with
'he hanc inidway between supination and prona-

tion, anti without a primary roler.

Lanolin ..........
01. juniperi, ..... gtt. v.-M.

Fiant unguentumn.

Sig.-Apply over the goitre. Also three drops
of Churchill's tincture of iodine, well diluted, to
be taken three times a day, and to be increased
to ten drops three times a day.

A man twenty-seven years old, suffering withclronic gastritie, was brought before the class by
Prof. DaCosta, and treated as follows :-Diet Of
meat; nilk, vith ten drops of aromatic spirits Of
ammona in each glassful; no starchy food ; also--

I3-Thynol,..........gr. 1j,.Tinct. gentianS comp., . . r[ xl.
Elixir aurantii, . ... 9

Sig.-Two hours after each meal.

Prof. Brinton treated a case of internal homOr-
rhoids by pulling them down, after stretching the
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'alus with the thuimbs, making incision around inches long, is now made with the knife, which isbase of each pile to divide the nerves, then pass- finally carried inwards, making a tapering flap

t1g a needle armed with a double ligature through from the tissues on the inner side of the limb.the base of the pile and ligaturing each half tightly During this part of the operation very little
ed the incision made to divide the nerves. One hæmorrhage is likely to occur, as the femoral in
te Of the hgature was left hanging out, so that front and the sciatic artery behind are compressed€heoPiles could be readily brought in sight should by the elastic band. The limb is now forcibly ab-econdary bleeding occur. ducted, and the capsule, stretched over the pro-

As a general rule applicable to cases of retention truding head comes into view, a nick with the knife
of rin, where retention has existed over twenty allows the head to escape, and the blade is now

hours, do not withdraw the whole contents at carried first above and then outside the great tro-
nce do t withdraw h a oe netn in chanter, keeping close to the bone; and, finally, aalf withdraw one-ha f at once, and return ln second flap, similar to the first, is cut from thee houror an hour and evacuate the balance. tissues on the outside of the limb.%udden withdrawal may give rise to one of three

COnditions viz., cystitis, paralysis, or hænorrhage
"ol the organ.-Prof. Gross. m R

Por incomplete abortion, Prof. Parvin recoin-
lends the following treatment: Dilate the cervix
tY means of Hegar's hard rubber dilators ; extract
the reinains of the uterine contents by Emmet's
Curette forceps, cleansing thern each time of re-loval by dipping in a carbolic acid solution

eak).After all material is reinoved, swab out
te entire inner uterine surface with tinct. iodine

<ChurchillI's), by means of cotton wrapped over an
aPPlicator.-Coll. and Clin. Rec.

AIPUTATION AT THE HIP-JOINT.

I have recently been practising on the dead
y a new operation for amputation at the hip-Joint, though I havs not yet had an opportunity oftrying it on the living.

The dangers of this operation are three-shock,
bvelorrhage, and infection of the wound from its

Proximity to the anus. The first-named will exist
erobably in spite of every improvement ; the two
latter I think are obviated by this new method of0 Perating, which I will now briefly describe.The femoral artery is carefully felt for belowpou part'sJ r ligament; one inch below Poupart's
ging'lent and half an inch outside the artery a

ttout nickel or steel skewer is thrust straight
through from before backwards, and energes on

Posterior aspect a little above the gluteal fold
bis skewer passes just inside the neck of the bone
the angle between neck and shaft of femur. A

e of India-rubber like that used in boy's cata-
Pl't i. passed on the inside of the thigh, and
twlsted in a figure of 8 over the projecting ends of
* ewer. It can be tied or, preferably, clanpedte a bit of soft metal. By this means the
,Goral artery is completely controlled above the

ing of the profunda. A long straight trans-
th(ion. knife is now passed in the same direction as
th 8kever, but entering the skin at a slightly

er level, and energing at a slightly lower level
nd. A straight vertical incision, about two.

A, artery ; F, femur ; X, space between bone and artery in'o which
pin is thrust from before backwards; T, elaétic or india-rubber hand
passed around limb and ends of pin on liner aide.

This operation can, of course, be modified by
tying the femoral and other visible vessels after
the tirst incision ; or, when the head is freed, a
second pin, an elastic ligature, may be made to en-
circle the outer flap before it is completely divided.
The accompanying rough diagram explains the
method. The advantages of this are :-() ex-
treme rapidity; (2) complete control of hemor-
rhage; (3) the wound is vertical, therefore allows
for drainage ; cleanly eut, therefore ensures ap-
position and prompt union ; away from the anus,
and, therefore, not liable to infection. I trust
that other surgeons will at least try the method,
which, I believe, will be found nost satisfactory.
-Thomas Moyles, F. R. C. S. I., in Br. ifed. Jour.

TREATMENT OF OBESITY.-Frequently the prac-
tising physician is called upon to treat obesity in
women where this morbid condition constitutes a
most tiresome infirnity, and is often a complica-
tion of most of the affections of the feminine sex.
We advise a faithful trial of the method of
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Schwenninger and Oertel, which has given so many
excellent results in Germany. The following are
the indications which have been laid down by these
savants:

1. Elevate the tone of the muscular force of the
heart.

2. Maintain the normal composition of the
blood.

3. Regulate the quantity of liquid in the econ-
omy.

4. Prevent the deposit of fat.
The above indications are observed hy the fol-

lowing methods:
1. The cardiac muscle is increased in tone by the

augmentation of physical exercise-for example,
by ascending elevations. It is necessary to pro-
gress with caution ; the exercise will be gradual
and the amount of work proportionate to the re-
sistance of the subject.

2. To maintain the normal composition of the
blood it is necessary that the alimentation should
be principally albuminous ; it will consist of the
lean of beef, roast or boiled, veal, mutton, game
and eggs.

We can add green vegetables, such as cabbage
and spinach, but fat and hydrocarbons shall be
given only in small doses-for example, the amnount
of bread should not exceed 120 to 180 grammes a
day.

3. We should limit each day the quantity of
drink-180 grammes coffee, of tea, or milk ; 360
grammes of wine ; 240 to 480 grammes of water
will complete the amount of liquid absorbed in the
twenty-four hours. Beer is entirely forbidden.
Then, again, transpiration is excited hy energetic
exercise as well as by baths and coverings.

4. Lastly, the deposit of fat is attacked by the
practice of the above-mîentioied principles of die-
tetics.

This, for exanple, is how we should proceed
Morning.--The cup of tea or coffee, with a lit-

tle milk, wilI represent a total of about 180
grammes, and about 90 grammes of bread.

Koon.-From 80 to 100 grammes of soup, 210
to 240 grammes of beef, roast or boiled, veal, gane,
salad or vegetable, a little fislh if desired, but cook-
ed without fat, 30 grammes of bread or farina-
ceous pudding (never more than 90 grammes), 90
to 180 granmmes of fruit in season, for dessert. It
is preferable not to drink at the repast, but in hot
weather we can ailow from 180 to 240 grammes of
a light wine.

Afternoo.-The same quantity of tea or coffee
as in the iorning, with, as a maximum, 180
grammes of water and 30 grammes of bread as an
exceptional concession.

Evenig.-Orm or two boiled eggs, 30 grammes
of bread, perhaps a little slice of cheese, salad, and
fruits ; 180 to 240 grammes of wine, with 120 to
150 grammes of water.-Rev. de Therap.

[JAN.,
PHOSPHORUS IN THE TREATMENT OF RICKETS.-

The use of phosphorus in rickets, so much vaunted
by Kassowitz and others a couple of years ago, has-
not, we believe, found much favor in this country.
A very extensive trial of the remedy has recently
been concluded by Dr. L. B. Mandelstam, of Ka-
zan, who pubiishes the results in Vratch, Nos. 5,
7, 9, 10 and 11, 1889. These experiments ex-
tended over a period of nearly three years, and
the number of patients upon whom the phosphorus
was tried was 450, their ages running from three-
nionths to four years. Of this number, however,
234 were excluded from the statistics, either be-
cause they did not take the phosphorus long
enough or in the proper way, or because the dis-
ease in them was not sufficiently pronounced to
make the experiment a satisfactory one.

Of the remaining 216 children, 120 were cured,
43 were markedlv benetitted, in 30 no improve-
ment was noted, and in the remaining 23 the
treatment was discontinued on account of some
intercurrent disease. The remedy was given dis-
solved in cod-liver oil, in the proportion of one
part to ten thousand of oil, of which a teaspoon-
ful was given once or twice a day. When it was
not deemed advisable to give cod-liver oil, the re-
medy was administered, after the formula of Kas-
sowitz, in a mixture composed of -f part of phos-
ýhorus, 15 parts each of gum arabic and sugar, 30
parts of almond oil, and 40 parts distilled water.
Dose, a teaspooniful once or twice a day. No
other remedy was enployed except when diarrhea
was present, and then an attenpt was made to
cure this before giving the phosphorus.

The following are the conclusions which the
author feels himself justified in formulating as a
result of these experiments :

1. Clinical observation justifies fully the eni-
ployment of phosphorus in rickets.

2. Phosphorus acts better, more quickly, and
with greater certainty than any other remedies.

3. This drug, when g iven in smalldoses, even for
long periods of time, is well borne by children,
and causes in them no unpleasant effects.

4. Phosphorus is especially efficacious in con-
trolling the iervous manifestations of rickets.

5. Periodical measurements and weighing Of
the children. as well as observation of the osseou 5

structures, show that the disease is actually ar-
rested in its course and cured, in the great major-
ity of cases, under the influence of phosphorus.

Aniother trial of the same remedy was made by
Dr. Shabanova, whose report is presented in Fraich,
Nos. 16, 17, 18, and 19, 18b9. She treated 105
patients, and obtained perfectly satisfactory re-
sults in 77. In 22 an improvement was noted,
and in 6 cases there was an aggravation of the
disease while the treatment was being continued.
The first eflects of the remedy were seen in an ira-
provement in the nervous symptons, and later, in
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favorable cases, a change for the better was seen
in the general health, and in the condition of the
bones and muscles.-Ed. M Y. Med. Rec.

THE ETIOLOGY OF GoITRE.-Dr. Th. Kocher, of
terne, first of all determined accurately in what
Parts of his own canton goitre was conmon. On
comparing the water of these regions with that of
goitre--free neighborhoods, lie finds that the one
striking difference is that where goitre is abundant
the water contains a considerable quantity of or.
ganic or organized material, and he concludes that
it is this factor which determines the prevalence
of goitre in any district. He finds that in certain
goitrous parts particular families who have access
to Special water-supplies in which there is not this
quantity of organic matter remain free from
goitre, although breathing the saie air, living on
the same soil, engaging in the sane occupations,
'and eating the sane food as their very goitrous
neighbors. On comparing the cheinical composi-
tion1 of goitrous and nonî-goitrous water in the
Berne canton, the only other differeince le fouînd
Was that the quantity of sulphate of lime was less
inl the goitrous ; but, as it is well-known that
goitre is often found in those who drink water
richly laden with this salt, this difference cannot
explain the great pathological fact. Dr. Tovel lias
found that the water in goitre-free parts contains
a Very minute quantity of micro-organisms. And
it has further been shown that if goitrous water is
I11jected into rabbits the thyroid glandis very
prone to swell, although in dogs the injections
have no effect. Kocher's investigations do not
eertainly comîpletely clear up this difficult subject,
but they throw some light upon it, and as such
are to be heartily welcomed.-Lancet.

ANCIENT AND MODERN SUPERSTITION IN MEDI-
OINE-Dr Malcolm Morris (Pop. Sc. Mo.) has in-
dicated some points in which mysticisn, which
waS one of its predominent features in the middle
.ges, still lingers around the profession and prac-

tice of medicine. "There remains in the people,"
he says, " a belief in the efficacy of drugs as drugs

a belief that, as for every bane there must be
an ntidote, so for every disease there must be a cu-

rative leaf or root. Nature is distrusted ; disease
is still represented by some evil influence to be
tlorcised In the popular mind disease walks
the earth as a devouring fiend, and has a person-

Ylity about it as of old. The phrases 'stricken
With disease,' 'visitations,' and 'seizures,' are
Survivals of the conceptions of primitive times.

ieînysticism survives in the courtly phrase and
ambiguous language of the modern practi-

tiOlner. When sorely pressed by the sick man,the physicians' only armory is equivocation, from
which he draws such verbal weapons as ' the state

of the constitution,' ' the tone of the body,' 'the
general health,' 'lowered vitality,' and all that
kind. . . . . . . Are these not in some
sort a survival of the circle of the horoscope l"

The profession is also at disadvantage because
of skepticism, reacting from the implicit faith in
drugs of the olden times, which " repudiates all
aids and accessories: briefly it states its deliberate
opinion that disease is infinitely better left to itself.
The natural physiological eniergy of the body is the
prime element in the healing process. This is
neither more nor less than modern fatalism-
waitinig on events. Such a doctrine if successful,
would be fatal to niedicine." A third evil under
which it suffers is materialism, which so far as
the profession is concerned "may be carried to an
injurious extreme. In modern pathology, for in-
stance, as originîated by the German school and
taught by its aposties, while men are actively con-
testing as to the nature or formation of a certain
cell--whether it be spindle-shaped, round, or
ovoid ; whether it be derived from this tissue or
that-they are likely to lose sight of the real
bearing of the case. By all means respect facts,
and you cannot show better respect for them than
by using. A medical inquirer is not a mere col-
lator. Collect your facts and then reason from
the data you have established. A collection teachea
nothing until il h&as been arranged. The tendency
at present is, in the majority of instances, to col-
lect everything, and to arrange and to adduce
nothing. "-Cincinnati Med. Jour.

CHLOROFORM AND LocomoToR ATAx.-Dr.
Thiem, having had to give a patient, with slight
signs of locomotor ataxy, chloroform for the pur-
pose of examining an abdominal tumour, was sur-
prised to notice that as she was being helped f rom
the room, while still somewhat under the influence
of the chloroform, she walked with a typical ataxic
gait, though this symptom was not ordinarily
present. On watchingother patients who were not
suffering from this affection trying to walk while
still partially under the influence of chloroform,
Dr. Thieni convinced hinself that the peculiar gait
only occurred in the subjects of ataxia in whom
the semi-narcotic state brings out the want of co-
ördination in the movements of the legs. The ex-
planation would appear to be that inasmuch as the
peculiar gait is not due to any paralysis of the
muscles, but only to the want of coòrdinating
power, which is set in action by the control
exerted by the muscular sense and the sense of
sight, when, as in the case of a half-chloroformed
subject of locomotor ataxy, both the central coör-
dinating apparatus and the peripheral regulating
machinery are in a more or less inactive condition,
there is a double reason for the existence of the
well-known jerking and sliding novements of these
patients. It would appear then, that in doubtful
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cases of locomotor ataxy some assistance towards tion in a paroxysm of coughinmtt~ d. . .naprxs.fcuhn, and a third froa correct diagnosis might sometimes be obtained marasmus. In the two latter cases, although durby partially aaoesthetising the patient and then ing life there were were no symptors of renaobserving his gait as he walks across the room.- affection, on post mortem examination venous stasif
Lancet. in the kidneys with comnencing albuminuria waE

found] Th l

HYDRASTISOANADENSIs IN DYSMENORRHŒeA -- Dr.
F. Jordan, of Buda Pesth, in a recent nuubeer of
the Pester medicinisch-clirurgsche Presse, il lu strates
the effect of the fluid extract of hydrastis, Cana-
densis in membranous dysmenorrhea by the fol-
lowing case. A nullipara, aged 35, who had had
regular profuse menstruation for from eight to
nine days since the age of 12, was attacked with
very severe hoemorrhage which lasted for eight
days, after a slight injury sustained in jumping
out of window. Since that time she bas sumged
the most intense pains at each period, and flesh-
like pieces were expelled, which were recognized
as detached uterine mucous membrane. From
1872 to 1888 she suffered from severe pains during
iiienstruation, which subsided about the seventh
day, when the hæmorrhage suddenly stopped.
After a period of remission, which lasted about six
hours, the pains came on again with greater in-
tensity, assuming the character of real dolores con-
quassantes and only ceased when the patient had
a sensation as if sonething had slipped down in
her abdomen. The hemorrhage recurred and
usually lasted about five days. Treatment of vari-
ous kinds was tried in vain. In January, 1888,
Dr. Jordan had recourse to hydrastis Canadensis'
atwhich 25 drops twice a day were given at eachhe-
morrhage. The result was that there was onlyslight hæemorrhage, lasting fron three to four
days, and very slight pain. Later on the patient*
began to take the remedy eight days before the
himorrhage began, when it lasted only three days
and the pain becarme still less. The patient was
able to leave lier bed during menstruation without
pain and hemorrhage becoming augmented.

RENAL COMPLICATIONS IN WHOOPING-COUGII.-
Some time ago Dr. Stefano Mircoli pointed out
that he had several times observed renal conplica-
tions in vwhooping-cough. Thus, on one occasion,
among ten children suffering from the disease,
nephritis occurred in two cases, one of which died.
The necropsy left no doubt as to the existence of
the renal affection. During another outbreak,
anong thirty-five cases nephritis developed in four.
Two of these died, and in one a post-nortem ex-
amination was made. The kidneys were examined
microscopically, and were seen to be in a condi-
tion of severe parenchyrnatous nephritis. No
microörganismscould be seen. Recently Dr.
Mircoli has brou-it forward additional evidence
on the subject. in a recent epideiinne at Monter-
rubbiano, of twenty-four patients three died, one
fron suppression of urine, another from suffoca-

ee -as aso a considerable amount o
hemorrhagic infiltration. Cultures of the kidney

tissues gave negative results. Dr. Mircoli helieves

caused by obstruction of the vena cava trôuh
the violent paroxysms of coughing. According to
him the kidney is affected, in whooping-cou h in
12 per cent. of cases occurring in children.-Lon-
don ifed. Rec.

TREATMENT OF H£MoRRIOIDs.-Some time since
Unna strongly recommended the use of chrysar-obin in hemorrhoids. A report of twerity-twa
cases treated with this renedy now comes from a
Russian physician, Dr. Kossobudski. True, he
did not use the drug in such strong solutions 8»
recorrnended by Unna (5 to 10%), yet the resuit
was aost gratifving. After washing the partswith a 2%/ carbolic acid, or a 1%~ creolin solution,
and drying them with absorbent cotton, he ap-
plied three or four times daily a salve of the fol-
lowing formula :

R Chrysarobin,
Iodoform,
Extract of belladonna
Vaseline,

In cases of internal hemorrhoids h
suppositories as follows :

R Chrysarobin,
Iodoform........
Extract of belladonna,
Cacao butter,
Glycerine q. s. for suppository.

grs. xij.
grs. v.
grs. jx.
5jv. M.

e prescribed

grs. ¾.
gr.
gr. x.
grs. xxx.

If bleeding was severe, tannin was added to the
above. With such therapeusis the pain and bleed-
ng disappeared within three or four days, and the
hæmorrlhoids had completely shrunk away in three
or four nonths -Centralbl. f. Chirurg.-Med-
News.

ECzEMA.-The following hints from Lassar's
kin clinic are of practical value ; we have tested
hem in eczema. Instead of fats porous pastes
re used, made of the purest vaseline with oxide
f zinc and starch, rubbed slowly together. These
nay be readily mixed with iost remedies in use;
hey dry quickly and may be converted iuto per-manent dressings by absorbent cotton, and this
auze be changed when saturated. On the face
nd other parts not accessible to bandages, am>le
owdering upon the paste-covered skin will afford
smooth and dry covering, which is easily re-

oved by snall oiled rags.
In eczema of all kinds the paste treatment offer.
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great advantage over ointments. Lassar's usual
formula is:

R-Acid. salicyl., . . . . . . 2
Vaselin. flav., . . . . . . 50
Zinc. oxid.,
Amyli., . . . . . . . ä 25

In parasitic troubles (herpes tonsurans, etc.) sul-
Phur precipit. 10 per cent., sozoiodol, 5 to 10 perCent., or resorcin, 5 to 10 per cent., may be added.
(n hairy parts vaseline salves are better.

In ordinary dry or moist eczema of the scalp in
Cildren the head should he gently washed with
chanomile and soap, and then the following
aPPlied :

1 -Acid. salicyl., . . . . . . 1
Tr. benzoin.. ... 2
Vaselin. flav., . . . . . ad 60

t. 1I intereriqo, penciling with a 3 per cent. solu-
tOn of nitrate of silver should precede the salve.
For frost-bites:

R-Acid. carbol., . . . . . . 0.5
Vaselin.,
Ung. plumb., . . . . . . 10
01. olivæe, . . . . . . . 5
01. lavand , ..... gtt. 10

M.-Ft.
For calming inaflmed skin:
Pk-Zinc. oxid., . . . . . . 25

01. amygd., . . . . . . q. s.
M.-Ft. Pastu mollis. .
n11 acute eczena, Lassar warns against watery

solutions and compresses.

For puritus-

R-Acid. carbol., . ..... 1
Menthol, . . ..... 1.5
Talci, . . . 50

M.- enthol powder.
Px-Menthol, . . ..... 2.1

Bals. peruv., . .....
Ung. Wilsonii,
Laolini...... . . . 20

(With care on face.)
For pruritus ani, sitz baths of tar-water and

Ponciling with 2 to 3 per cent. nitrate of silver
Slutioî,also carbolized lead salve.

For acne vulgaris rosacea, a peel paste is used.
e-B-Naphthol, . . . . . . 10

Vaselin. flav.,
Sap. virid., . . . . . . . 20
Sulf. præcip., . . . . . . 50

o be applied by the physician and to remainteen to sixty minutes; then gently removed and
aced by powder or white paste. This is re-

Peated after peeled surface is healed ; or the
OWng may remain over night:
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R-Resorcin, . . . . . . . . 2.5-5.0
Zinci oxid.,
Amyl, . . . .. -. .ä
Vpselin. flav., . . . . . . 12.5

M.-Ft. Paste.
-Int. Klin. Runds.-Tines & Reg.

REDUCTION OF TEMPERATURE BY A SPRAy 0F
WATER.-Dr. Placzek, Virchow's A rchiv. advocates
spraying the entire body as an efficient means of
reduciiig temperature. In an animal with high
tenperature, he succeeded in reducing the same
two degrees by spraying the body with one and a
half pints of water at a temperatue of from 530
to 590 F., and immediately after with three ounces
at 950 F. The after-spraying with water of a.
higher temperature dilates the capillaries, and
this induces a consequent loss of considerable
body-heat.

Thus in a tuberculous snbject whose evening
teniperature would at times reacli 104° the author
reduced the same to normal by using somewhat
over one pint of water of from 590 to 66'F. The
temperature was with ease kept for four hours at
this standpoint and then gradually allowed to.
rise, but not allowed to reach its former high
standing.

Compared to the ordinary method of bathing,
this treatment has the advantage of sinplicity
and confort, factors not to be disregarded in
private practice. The patient simply remains in
bed, coverings and shirt are removed, a rubber
cloth laid under him, and the modus operandi pro-
ceeded with. As each application does not require
more than twenty-five iminutes, it can be repeated
Feveral tinmes d aily.--Medical Chronicle.

HYPNOTISM AND SUGGETIBILITY.-Dr. Townes.
had recently studied the subject of hypnotism in.
Paris, and claimed that it was a means that had
too long been relegated to charlatans. In sup-
port of his claim that it should be recognized he
cited several cases where patients had been cured
by this mysterious agency. He showed that the
phenomena of moving tables, etc., are real, that
certain of our actions are made unconsciously, de-
pendent upon complicated brain action and also on
double personality. Hypnotism is a peculiar psy-
chical state which we are able to create in the
subject and which increases his suggestibility.
Froi a medical standpoint the aim is to produce
this state, so that suggestion will excite the ner-
vous systenh to perforn acts that will lead toward
a cure. Homepathy, miraculous waters, granules
and Brown-Séquard's elixir of life aet Ly sugges-
tion, often resulting in a cure. The author closed
hy citing the conclusions ad-ipted by the recent
Congress in Paris; that hypnotismn should be
taught in medical schools, but should be under
authoritative administration.-Jour. Am. Med.
Association.
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Tue INVASION OF TH E " -IASSEUR."-We nust bloomingjuvenescence beneath his learned touch,beg our readers to keep a close eye upon the mas- we recommnend the masseur to Christian science.seur. He is bearing down upon unhinged humanity -- Ied. Record.with a steady and relentless stride. He develops
in the midst of us, he sails over from Germany and
England to us, while, if there are any graduates DEATH FRoM SUBLIMATE IRRIGATION AFTER AB-of Heilgymnastik still left in Denmark, Sweden, RTION.-Seven years since, Tarnier introduce-.d theor Norway, we should like to know it; for it has practice of washing out the vagina with weak cor-appeared to us, after some busy morning, that they rosive subliinate injections. The results proved
have ail called. Truly, the masseur is among u. satisfactory, and the injections came into vogue inHe is a man of great resources. As his frateriity German and English, as well as in French, lying-
increases, he does not lose heart, or complain of in hospitals, extending freely into private practice.
competition, or seek protection from the State- __Like every thorough method of counteracting dead-he simply enlarges his field. In olden times the Pl agencies in the human mechanism, sulimate
rubbing of a stiff knee with officinal linimentum rrigation is not free from danger, and althoughsaponis was the centre and circumference of mas- it greatly reduces the death-rate and proportion ofsage; soon, however. we learned how soothing was puerperal fever cases in long series of labors, somethe emollient and theobromated huand upon the cases of mercurial poisoning wili occur in those
hyperosthetic skin and diseased muscle. The mas- series, notwithstanding the most careful admninis-seur became firmly established as tce resourceful tration of the remedy. In this country Drs Dakinprop of hysteria and unfailing staff of morbid and Bon!I have published very minute observa-
locomotion. But then the sinewy and insidious tions 0 mercurialisn under the above-noted con-hand hegan to gather adventitious aids, and seek ditions ; they appeared in the Transactions of lthnew worlds to conquer. Having organized its Obstetrical Society for 1886 and 1888. Dr. Le-movements into a company of Gallic polysyllables, grand read before the Anatomical Society of Paris,so that its maneuvres of tapotiment and pétrissaqe in April, a case of twin abortion, retainîed placenta,and eIeurage should nlot be mistaken for plin, and death from acute mercurialism. Between theevery-day slap-slap, jab-jab, and thump-thump, it birth of the first and second child, 10 litres of a 1proceeded to attack ail the several diseases and in 2000 solution of sublimate were enployed tOorgans of the body. Adipose tissue in excess was wash out the uterine eavity, twice at an interval
made to disappear., while glandular tissue, if mam- of three hours only. Immediately after each in-mary, was rubbed to make it grow. Massage lias jection of sublimate a 2 per cent. solution of boracicnîow applied itself to diseases of the eye, and gran- acid was thrown up into the uterine cavity ; butular lids are, gnoad the granulations, artistically sublimate had been several times employed forrubbed off; it has invaded the mouth and throat, vaginal iijection. After the extraction of thereducing hypertrophied tonsils, opening the Eusta- second child the horacic solution was injected into<.hian tubes, and curing catarrh and deafness. The the uterine cavity. The intra-uterine injections
abdominal viscera were the early and easy sub- were discontinued, and boracic and carbolic solu-jects for this now illustrious science. The colon's tions were used for the vagina. A day later gin-lax vermicular waves are tempectuously hastened, givitis, salivation, colic and dysentery set in, and
and the modest streain from the smaller bowel lias carried off the patient in five days.-Brit. ed.scarrely babbled through the ileo-cecal valve before Jour., Sept. 28.
it is rushed madly into the rectum. The pelvic
organs have of late received the devoirs of this INJECTIONS OF SULPHATE oF COPPER 1new art; and the uterus bas been rubbed and DYSENTERY.-Dr. W. Easley reports (Lance) E
stroked and pommeled, ail in pure French termir- interesting cure of dysentery by injections into the
ology, until this martyr-viscus could î1ot help but rectum ofsulphate of copper. The patient isalfree itself f roni adhesions and congestions, and been suffering for about a month with the usUal
pillow itself geatly on its original vesical cushion. symptoms of the disease, and had been treated tOLastly, we leara that the heart is to have mnassage. little purpose with bismuth, gallic acid, and ipeThe heart has been, we are told by poets, torn atid cacuanha. Finally, wh n he was growing worse
bruised, and bled and broken ; but it remains for a solution, cosisting of ten grains of suiate 
modern science to see that it shall have Pfflevrag copper and one drachi of tincture of opium, i
and lomi-loi. There are still a few things lcft four ounces of water, was injected higlh into thefor the masseur. Can le not apply tapoliment to rectum by means of a soft rubber catheter. Th'the brain, or, at least, to the cerebelluni ? Has lie injection caused no pain, ii a few hours tenesn'Udone justice to the kidneys ? Might not the ovary was relieved, and blood ceased to pass. on thereceive a course- of artistic jabbing before it is two following days a spnal a ssount of blOOd
removed and bottiedl When ail fields are con- reappeared, and the injections were repeated, butquered, and every viscus springs responsives into from that time convalescence was rapid.
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HE NEW BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY.

The handsome and excellently equipped build-
11ga known as the Biological Laboratories of the
1iversity of Toronto, were opened on Friday,

c)e. 20th, with a series of lectures given by Prof.
'>Inmsay Wright of Toronto University, Profs.
0 Sler and Welch of Baltimore, Prof. Minot of
"larvard and Prof. Vaughan of the University of
Michigan. With such a brilliant array of talent,

i8 needless to remark upon the success of the
opening; it was such as to reflect credit upon any
'Illiversity and any country, and it must be admit-
ted that in efficiency and advantages for biological
study, these laboratories are second to none on this
continent. This is a matter for sincere congratu-lation, among those interested in the higher edu-
eation of our country to-day. The science, if it
ray be so called, of pharmacology, has been and is
raaking great strides in all the centres of learning
1 Europe, and to a less degree in America. Now
'hile we in Canada cannot hope to equal those
eolitries which contain such centres of learning,
i 8cientific attainments, any more than in theirwelth, there being a more or less constant ratio

betWeen the two all over the world, we shall surely
Well to emulate them, in placing advantages

*thin the reach of those who possess the oppor-
t1I11ty of following up the cognate branches of

hi 8ical science.
This class of student is unfortunately all too
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few in Canada. We are too young and too poor
a country for the rank and file of students to be
able to afford the time and money necessary to,
acquire an acquaintance with physical science as
it is understood to-day by specialists in that science.

Certain it is that in every institution the ele-
mentary principles of a science must be taught and
thoroughly learned, and when those special depart-
nients of biology which are of particular interest.
to those who are qualifying as physicians are being
studied, there is a fixed line from which it is not
well to diverge too far, for the simple, but abso-
lutely certain reason, that the student's time will
not permit it ; and when we remember the many
attractions which the study of biology possesses,
especially when taken up with such advantages as
are now to be found in Toronto, the fear is that
the mind of the student may digress widely from
the more practical applications of the science as it
applies to man, and the art of medicine. We are
not prepared to admit, as is stated by some, that
the man who does not thoroughly know the devel-
opment of the peritoneal membrane can have only
a bungling and imperfect knowledge of that mem-
brane. The clinical characters of this or any other
tissue or organ, meaning by this, those peculiar
processes and conditions which they evince in dis-
ease, are as important gener.rlly as is their embryo-
logical history, and to the physician far more so ;
and are in themselves so distinct and peculiar as
never to be observed or known by the specialized
scientist, whose knowledge is derived exclusively
from observation in the laboratory.

The habit of the human mind is always toward
extremes, and when we regard the tendency of
medical education to-day, we incline to the belief
that if in the short space of four years the average
student is required to know and to master such
extensive departments ts those of Chemistry, Bio-
logy, Comparative Anatomy, Physics and many
others, where there is so much to learn regarding
the apparatus used therein, as well as the details
of the science, it would not be surprising if some
should complete their course in medicine without
even having got as far as man-and know very
little of the healing art as it is destined to benefit
him. We have no desire to criticize severely those
to whose labors and laboratory studies the practi-
cal physician owes so much, neither have we any
desire to do other than commend those who, know-
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ing the value of great laboratories of the old world,
are desirous that they should be emulated in Can-
ada in researches by experts. Let us however not
forget, that whilst biology and comparative anato
my are all-important, we must not allow them to
thrust from our minds the claims of " Morbid
Anatomy" as applied to man. May we hope to
see established an institution where instruction of
a higher order may be given in this special branch
of biology, which may stimulate research and yield
valuable reward.

DOCTOR'S FEES TO THE COLLEGE OF
PHARMACY.

In answer to enquiries relating to the condi-
tions of registration under the Pharmacy Act, we

.submit the following extract from the amended
statutes, sec. 31-" Nothing in this Act contained
shall extend to or interfere with the privileges
conferred upon legally qualified Medical Practi-
tioners by The Ontario Medical Act, provided
that where such Medical Practitioner desires to
carry on the business of a Pharmaceutical Chemist
as defined by this Act, he shall not be required to
pass the examination prescribed by the College of
Pharmacy, but he shall register as a Pharmaceu-
tical Chemist, and comply with all other require-
ments of this Act." The fee for registration is
defined by sec. 18-" There shall be payable to
the registrar of the said college, for the uses of the
college, on the first day of May of each year, by
every person registered and carrying on business
as a Pharmaceutical Chemist, the sum of four
dollars. Provided, that in case such person shall
carry on such business in more than one locality,
the further sum of four dollars shall be payable by
him as aforesaid for each such additional place of
business. And provided, also, that all employees
or assistants who manage, or have charge of such
additional places of business, shall be legally quali-
fied Pharmaceutical Chemists."

Sec. 21 declares that " Every Pharinaceutical
Chemist carrying on business on his own account,
shall display his certificate in a conspicuous posi-
tion in his place of business."

The form of the certificate is given in schedule
D. of the Act. it is merely a yearly license and
as stated by sec. 17, every person registered is en-
titled to receive it.

We have been given to understand that, despite
the explicitness of the law, the College of Phar-
macy has lately been exacting from physicians de-

- siring registration the sum of ten dollars, besides
the legal fee above specified. A sort of so-called
diploma is furnished for which physicians have no
use, the annual license certificate being alone
necessary.

The Act under which physicians conducting
drug stores are compelled to register as druggists,
was passed in March last, and there can be no
doubt but the demand of ten dollars is beyond the
powers of the Pharmaceutical Council.

In case the legal fee of four dollars is refused, the
College of Pharmacy could be compelled to accept it
or be held liable for any damages arising from the
refusal.

It is sincerely to be hoped that no doctor carry-
ing on the business of druggist will, through care-
lessness or indifference, pay the extra fee referred
to above. When we consider the position of the
average doctor in Canada to-day as to money
earned for work done, charity-work, duty on medi-
cines and instruments, it must be admitted that
being mulcted in the amount of ten dollars for the
privilege of selling drugs is not to be borne.

THE ONTARIO MEDICAL LIBRARY.

The Chicago Public Library has recently trans-
ferred, " without conditions," to the Chicago Med-
ical Library its entire collection of medical books.
This department was felt to be an incubus there,
as it has been elsewhere in public libraries. Al
who properly may use medical books can consult
them in medical libraries. To others they become
prurient literature.

It is difficult for the authorities of a general
library to determine who should and who should
not be allowed to consult, for example, our stand-
ard works upon Jurisprudence; and yet these
works in the hands of growing boys may becoine
as unhealthily stimulating as the non-religious
writings of good Queen Margaret of Navarre.
The Toronto Public Library, we are informed, has
about concluded a sale of its medical collection tO
the Ontario Medical Library. We should have
been better pleased had the books in question been
given instead of sold, but the Public LibrarY
Board doubtless felt that they must administer

154
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the trust committed to them to its own best ad-
vantage.

In this connection we may remind the profession
that the latch-string always hangs outside at the

Ozy roors of the Medical Library, and that phy-
Sicians visiting Toronto are invited to make use of
the already large amount of medical literature to
be found upon its shelves.

LAwsoN TAIT AND THE SURGERY OF THE LIVER.
,Mr. Tait writing on the surgery of the liver in

the Ed. Med. and Surg. Jour., says :-When first
I attacked the liver by surgical operation I cer-
tainly was in terror of hemorrhage, for I thought
thiat if an incision opened a large sinus the arrest
Of hemorrhage would be a matter of considerable
difilculty, but I was encouraged by an accident
Which befel me in performing an ovariotomy, for
there, on undoing an adhesion to the liver, I tore
a Cleft in the free edge of the organ, certainly an
"nch and a half deep, which bled freely, and I was
greatly alarmed ; but I took a small piece of solid
Perchloride of iron about the size of a pea and
rubbed it over the edge of the tear. The hoemorr-
hage stopped immediately, and my patient made
an easy recovery, so that my respect for the liver
greatly diminished. On one occasion I did open
by Iy incision a sinus of considerable size, but I
Pased a thread by means of a fine needle down
o1e side of it and up the other, and tied the sinus
between the two limbs of the ligature. In this
*aY the hæemorrhage was arrested, and I heard
nOthing of the ligature. I was also in fear of
&IIother condition which à priori, one might have
e"Pected, that it would be difficult to stitch the
dge Of the wound of a friable organ like the liver

tO the abdominal wall, and that the stitches would

very likely to give way. As a matter of fact,
I have not found it so, and in not a single instance
has this given trouble. In my operations upon
absceses of the liver all the cases have recovered
but orle.

GLYCERINE oF BORAX IN THE DIARRHŒA OF
T- Mansell Sympson, M.B., says in a

<»rnIunication to the Lancet: If we regard
"'fantile diarrhea as due to the excessive fermen-
atio of food in the intestinal canal causing
'itation and catarrhal condition of the intestinal
Ious membrane, it seems reasonable to look for

a remedy to act both on the cause and effect.
Glycerine itself is an antiseptic of no mean order,
and relieves the pain and congestion of inflamed

piles, chiefly mucous surfaces, while every mother
knows the virtues of glycerine of borax when
applied to the mucous membrane of the mouth.
So it was no great step to introduce it further into
the ailmentary canal. Whether fed from the
breast or brought up by hand, the motions of
patients with diarrhœea infantum were like curds
of milk, suggesting that the irritated intestine had
hurried its contents on as quickly as possible.
Again, they were very foul-smelling, suggesting
great fermentation. Therefore the glycerine of
borax has to do two things: to act as an anti-
septic to prevent excess of fermentation in the
stomach and intestines, and to soothe the mucous
membrane thereof in passing over it. I have found
it answer capitally; the children like it, it lessens
the griping pains, it renders sweet the offensive

motions, and it stops the diarrhœa. One case
died while under this treatment; the child was

seven months old, had had diarrhœa two days,

and was utterly worn out when I saw it. But I

suppose there will always be cases which come

under our notice too late for cure. I give it as
follows: Glycerine of borax, twenty minims;

tincture of orange, three minims ; distilled water to

one drachm. To be given every one, two, or

three hours, according to the severity of the case

or the age of the patient.

TURPENTINE IN THROAT AND LUNG AFFEcTIONs.

-Dr. Spohn (Med. and Surg. Rep.) says: " I have

been using pure oil of turpentine in affections of

the throat and lungs for some time, and find

better, and more satisfactory results, than from

any other remedy I cver tried. I use the ordin-

ary hand atomizer, and throw a spray of the liquid

into the throat every few minutes, or at longer

intervals, according to the gravity of the case.

The bu-b of the instrument should be compressed

as the act of inspiration commences, so as to

insure the application of the remedy to the whole

surface, which can be done in cases of children

very successfully. It is surprising how a diph-

theritic membrane will melt away under an almost

constant spray of pure oil of turpentine. I now

use the turpentine spray whenever a child com-

plains of sore throat of any kind.
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In cases of tuberculosis of the lungs, bronchitis,
and the later stages of pneumonia, I have found
the turpentine inhalation very beneficial. I use
an atomizer, or paper funnel, from which the turp-
entine may be inhaled at will. I hang around the
bed, and in the room, flannel cloths saturated
with the oil of turpentine, in aIl cases of catarrhal
bronchitis-in fact, in ail affections of the air pas-
sages; and my patients invariably express them-
selves as being very much relieved.

PsYCHICAL AND PHYSICAL CHANGEs FOLLOWING
REMOVAL OF THE OVARIEs.-In an elaborate study
of this subject by Dr. Glaevecke (Archiv. f Gyn.,
Med. Rec.) the author says : " After removal of
the ovaries, menstruation ceases permanently in
88 per cent. of the cases, either at once, or after a
certain interval, while in the other twelve per
cent. the flow becomues scanty and irregular. Vi-
carious hæmorrhages are rare. In one-half of the
cases observed the menstrual molimen persisted
after the cessation of the flow. The usual climac-
teric phenomena, vertigo, irregular sweating, leu-
corrhoa, etc., are common, as well as the atrophy
of the genital organs which follows the establish-
ment of the menopause. Even when the uterus
is considerably enlarged, by reason of the presence
of chronic endometritis or fibroids, it commonly re-
turns to its normal size after oöphorectomy, or
even becomes atrophied. The general condition
usually improves after castration." In forty-two
per cent. of his cases the patient became stouter.
Sexual desire was diminished in the majority of
the cases ; in some instances it was extinguished.
The physical disturbances were most marked,
somnetimes amounting to melancholia. "In short,"
says the writer, " removal of the ovaries induces
an artificial menopause which is exactly simuilar
to the natural one."

THE EFFECTS oF ALCOHOL ON THE SECRETION
OF BILE.-Dr. Cheltsoff has (Lancet) recently been
making experiments upon dogs with a view to de-
termine the nature and amount of the influence
of alcohol upon the secretion of bile. He made
biliary fistule in the animals, and after all the
disturbance caused by the operation had passed off
he proceeded to ebserve the effect of introducing
alcohol in various quantities into the stomach.
The bile as it was secreted was collected in glass

receivers, which were changed every few minutes,
the contents being measured weighed, and other-
wise examined. The results showed that small
quantities of alcohol either have no perceptible
effects on the bile or serve to increase it slightly.
Large doses, on the other hand, perceptibly dimin-
ish the flow, though sometimes there is at first a
temporary increase. Medium doses do not give
any constant result. Dr. Cheltsoff has cone to
the conclusion that the alcohol acts directly on
the hepatic cells.

TREATMENT OF A COMMoN COLD.-Dr. S. Wil-
son Hope, writing tô the Br. Med. Jour., says:
It niay not be as widely known as it deserves to
be that 20 grains of salicylic acid, given in liq.
ammon. acet. three or four times a day, will so far
control a common cold that the aching of the
brow, eyelids, etc.,; and during inoveients of the
eye, will cease in a few hours, while the sneezing
and running from the nose will also abate, and
will disappear in a few days, and, more fortunate
still, the cold will pass off, and not finish up, as is
customary, with a cough. It may be that it is
only in persons tainted with rheumatism where we
find a chill followed by such a train of troubles,
and certain it is that different persons suffer in
different ways after a chill. But for a very great
number of people of fair health, who are liable to
take a common cold, it is highly desirable to avoid
a cough, and the salicylic acid treatment places
this in our power.

SULPHUR IN A PALATABLE FORM.-In the Prac-
titioner, Sir Alfred S. Garrod gives his experience
regarding the uses of sulphur taken in small dosesr
and for a considerable period of time in the treat-
ment of disorders of the alimentary canal and liver 7
also in certain diseases of joints, especially rheu-
matoid arthritis ; and, lastly, in chronic muscula'
rheumatism and skin diseases. The form selected
by him for the exhibition of the drug is a lozenge
containing five grains of the milk of sulphur and
one grain of creain of tartar. This lozenge is fe
from disagreeable, the cream of tartar giving it e
pleasant acidulous taste ; and it contains enough
sulphur for therapeutic purposes. Sir Alfred
claims that the stomach itself is probably little
influenced by the sulphur, as the surface and cOn-
tents of that organ are usually acid in reactiol'
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and possess no solvent power; but that when it
arrives in the duodenum, and meets with a differ-
ent condition of the mucous membrane, and the
Presence of bile and pancreatic fluid, both of alka-
line reaction, more or less of it becomes converted
into a soluble sulphide, which is absorbed by the
Portal vessels. The presence of the cream of tar-
tar in the lozenge helps to prevent the formation
'Of any soluble sulphide in the stomach, and hence
the absence of sulphurous eructations. Sir Alfred
Garrod finds that even this small quantity of sul-
Phur usually produces appreciable laxative effects,
and patients can be readily induced to persevere
in using the lozenges for an almost indefinite time.
Sulphur given in the form just described exercises
a markedly beneficial effect in many morbid states
'Of the alinentary canal and liver, such as hepatic
sluggishness, piles, and hæmorrhoidal bleeding;
besides which the continual use of the lozenge is
'Often quite effectual in obviating habitual consti-
pation without being attended by the unpleasant
action often pertaining to ordinary aperient medi-
'cine. Much benefit was also derived fron the
continued use of the small doses of sulphur in
chronic forms of rheumatoid arthritis and gout,
and in many cases of muscular rheumatisn.

LOCAL USE OF IODOFORM IN DIPHTHERIA.-Dr.
Lindley writes to the Boston Med. and Surg.
Jour. that he has treated nine cases of diphtheria
by insufflation of iodoform every three hours. All
recovered but one, who died of an inter-current

Pneumonia. His conclusions are as follows:

1. It prevents the multiplication of bacteria.
2. It is a soothing local anodyne.
3. It is like alcohol, in having no toxic dose

vhere the patient is suffering froni the diphtheri-
tic poison.

4. It is so near impalpable that it reaches all
Portions of the diseased surface.

5. It adheres for a long time to the surface
Where it is applied, and thus has excellent local
effect before it is absorbed

6. It does not cause nausea, and thus interfere
With nutrition.

7. It does not produce diarrha or salivation,
a is possible from an overdose of the bichloride.

8. It is quickly and easily applied.

boES THE BABY REQUIRE WATER ?-This ques-
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tion is frequently asked and is often erroneouuly
answered. It is true of infants, as well as adults,
that water is necessary to their proper care. They
sometimes require more water than is contained
in the mother's milk. The infant is many times
permitted to suffer from thirst, which may be the
sole cause of its fretfulness. A child, when thirsty,
may nurse the breast frequently and still not be
satisfied, as evidenced by its paroxysmal crying
as soon as removed from it. In such an instance
if cold water be given the child will become quiet
at once. The physician should be careful to cau-
tion the nurse to occasionally offer the baby cold
water to drink, and little exporience is required to
ascertain whether the child wants the water or
not. Excess of water does no harm, and it is
speedily absorbed, therefore no evil can come of
giving the infant large quantities of water, both
in winter and summer.

TABLE OF INFECTIoUs DISEASES.-The following
useful table, taken from The Ho8pital Gazette, is
more complete and extended than the list we gave

a few months ago:-

Name of Disease. Length of Incubation infection Lastw.
Period. Usually.

Typhus............. 1 to 21 days ..... 9 days.. 3 to 4 weeks.
Enteric............ 1 to 28 days..... 15 days. 4 to 8 weeks, till diar

rhoa ceases.
Relapsing........... 4 to 10 days. 6 days . Untl relapses cea.e.
Cholera ............ hours to 10 days. under 72 Throughout attackhours. greatett during

height of disesse.
Yellow Fever ....... hours to 15 days.1 few hrs.
Scarlatina ........ hours to 7 days.. 2 days 8 weeks; end of des-

quamation.
Measles........... 7 to 14 days. 12 days. 3 .. 4 week,
Rötheln .......... 4 to 21 days.15 days. 2 to 3 week.
Sma1 Pox ... ' to 14 days.....12 days. 3 6 wk. Unil ev
Chicken Pox.... 4 to 18 (27) days. 10 days. 4 weeks. ery scab

Diphtheria.........2 W 12 days... 5 day.. 3 weeks, until Il
2W~~~ 7 as.....di 8charges have ceas'd

Iniuenza.........2 to 7 days.. ... (?) 14W21 day.
Whooping cough. 6 t 21edays.....
Contagious Pneun-o- 2

nia.............ilto 20 da's.6 days.
Mumps.......... 4 to 24 days.. days. 3W 4 weeks.
Erysipel.. il W 8 days..4 days.. Uritil end of dequam-

ation.
Puerperal Fever .. 12 We 6 days.

2 days W 2 years. 6 weeks. Disease usualy devel-
Rabe....... ope within 4 months

The period of quarantine to, be enforced upon
the apparently healthy members of a househeld in
which there is infecti1us disease will be a few days

longer than the longest incubatien period, dating,
of course, fren the la1t exposure t3 the infection.

VERMIFUGE-The Journal of Piarmacy gives
the followingd:--A whole cocsanut, grated fine,
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mixed with milk, and taken on an empty stomach of turpentine is always successful. The result ison rising, is fully as reliable a tæniafuge as male that the uterus invariabiy contracts rapidly and al
fern, kousso, or pomegranate, etc., it is far more bleeding is checked. No disagreeabîe resuits haveagreeable to the taste. No after treatment is ever followed this treatment l
necessary, as a single dose is usually all-sufficient. the patient w

act as a stimuPOT. IODID. AS A CARDIAC TONI.-M. Ger-
man S6e, says The Lancet, has recently pointed THE ADM
out, before the Academy of Medicine, that iodide Lewis, of Ber
of potassium, far from being a depressant, is really given in its le
a cardiac tonic, of almost equal value to digitalis is not a gener
or strophanthns in certain cases. Indeed, he says the administr
that iodide of potassium is the real cardiac drug coanut oil, ol
(vrai médicament du cœur), since, when prescribed Some of the e
in cases of uncompensated mitral lesions or affec- to the lower fg
tions of the myocardium, it increases the cardiac able in this co
power and raises vascular tension. Thus, by sub- RINGWORM
sequently causing dilatation of the arterioles, it RINGWORMe
enables the heart to recover its power and affords oned (Me
also better facilities for the coronary circulation, in lanoline. 1
thus improving the nutrition of the heart muscle. with warm wa

ANTISEPTIC CorroN.-The following formula for some time
is given for the preparation of antiseptic cotton : by this mean

Biniodide of mercury . . 8 parts. within a few r

Iodide of potassium . . . . 3 parts. tion.

Glycerin . . . . . . . . 120 parts. HEADACHES
Distilled water . . . . 2,400 parts. The following is

Absorbent cotton is to be soaked in the solution to be an excel
and then dried. great consumpt

DIPHTHERIA.-A French method of treating -Spts. an
diphtheria ( Weekly Med. Rev.), consists of swab- Spt. chI
bing out the throat, twice daily, with the follow- Aqu,r

mg :--Sig.--Pro cing :
1,-Ac. carbolic (concent'd. sol.), grms. x. ANOTHER HY

Camphor, ....... xxx. candidate for fa'
Alcohol, . . . . . . . x. bination of chl
Sweet oil, . . . . . . .. 150-M. in the form of c

The camphor is not essential. of water and in
In the interval, irrigate the throat every two to 60 grains, anc

hours with a one per cent. carbolic solution. by haîf an hou , the
means of an ordinary fountain syringe. Every Lt le said to haVE
particle of false membrane should be charred and excited patients.
reboved at each sitting. l

SPIRITS 0F TuRPENTINE IN POST PARTUM H-1EMw nia, Texas, leco
ORRHAGE.-It je said (Mayne, St. Petersburg/i cincho-quinine inWoch.,) that when aIl the usuai remedies have cannot be borne,
failed in cases of post partum hhemorrhage, the in- to be repeated in
troduction of a piece of lint saturated with spirite him the has rec

as almost pulseless, it even seemed to
lant.

INISTRATION OF SANTONINE.-Dr.
lin, states that santonine should be
ast soluble form, as the desired effect
al, but a local one. He recommends
ation of it in some oil, such as co-
ive oil, cod-liver oi, or castor oil.
thereal oils, which are so destructive
rms of animal life, would be suit
nnection.

OF THE SCALP.-The treatment
1. Analec.) in the application of a
intment of protochloride of iodine
very second day the head is sprayed

ter, and then it is dried and rubbed
with this ointment. It is possible

to cure ringworm of the scalp
onths without resorting to epila-

FiOM ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO.-
said, St. Loui8 Med. & Surg. Jour.,

lent " straightener " after the too
ion of alcohol and tobacco:
mon. aromat., . ss.
roformi, ai.... . x.

• • • • • . . -M .dosi.

PNOTIC.--Chloralamide is a new
vor as a hypnotic. It is a com-
oral and formanide. The drug is
olorless crystals, soluble in 9 parts
1½ of spirit. The dose is froni 15
d its action is produced in about
sleep lasting from 6 to 8 hours.
no effect on delirious or greatly

ER.-Dr. H. A. Sutwiler, of Flato-
mmends (Galliard's Med. Jour.)
those cases where the sulphate

giving fifteen grains at a dose,

two to four hours. It has given
results. Àpr
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TREATMENT OF PHLEBITI.-Muselie' reconi-

"ends (L'Union Méd.), the following :-In cases of
simple phlebitis, leeches should be applied and
unctions of mercurial or opium ointment thor-
oughly rubbed in. Local baths are to be used if
the inflammation involves an extremity. If the
Vein suppurates, free drainage is at once to be
established, it being remembered that in sponta-
neous phlebitis the danger resides in the possi-
bility of embolism. To prevent so grave an acci-
dent, the limbs should be placed in cushions and
elevated in such a manner as to favor the venous
circulation toward the trunk and the disappear-
ance of the edema. Fixation is also a necessary
accompaniment of the treatment, and all abrupt
Movements are to be avoided lest enbolism should
Occur, and even in the application of mercurial
Ointment violent rubbing should be avoided for
fear it might dislodge a clot. If the phiebitis is
of long duration and theie is inuch edema of the
lih, it may be well to apply an Esmarch bandage,
and if, as a result of this compression, atrophy of
the muscles occur, recourse must be had to electri-
cal currents, massage, and baths.

INTESTINAL OBsTRUCTION.-Jonathan Hutchin-
8on gives the following (Arch. of Surgery) as the
Principles which guide him in all cases of acute
Itestinal obstruction : He believes that in all
8ses in which obstruction is recognized, whether

the symptoms are severe or mild, one of the first
rileasures adopted should be the administration of

a aesthetic, under the full influence of which,
intestinal spasm will be relaxed, and the passage
Of scybaloe, gall-stones, or other impedinients
favored. While anæesthetized, the patient's abdo-'
nien should be carefully examined by the surgeon,
'ho should also use enemata, and practise abdom-
"'Inl taxis. An accurate diagnosis of the cause of
Obstruction is not often possible, and the early use
of anzesthesia and taxis is successful in many
Cases, whatever the causation, and prejudicial to
but few. If these measures fail, and the symp-
torns increase after anesthesia, exploratory lapa-
otomy should be resorted to.

Intussusception in infants under one year should
treated wholly by taxis and enemata, as the

ProsPect of recovery after abdominal section at
this age is exceedingly slight. In older children,
îaParotomy is probably the best treatment. If the
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diagnosis is plugging of the gut by a gall-stone,
belladonna should be freely administered, and if
pain is severe, prolonged anæsthesia ; also syste-
matic efforts should be made to force enemata
beyond the ileo-cæcal valve. Under no circum-
stances does this latter condition justify an opera-
tion, as with the above measure the probabilities
of recovery are great. In cases of long duration,
either the " rest, opium, and starvation plan,"
feeding entirely by the rectum, or repeated re-
course to taxis and large enemata, should be
adopted.

Mr. Hutchinson describes his method of taxis
thus : Under full anæsthesia, the bladder and
the bowels being empty, the surgeon forcibly and
repeatedly kneads the patient's abdomen, pressing
its contents in all directions. The patient is then
turned on his abdomen, upheld by four strong men,
and vigorously shaken. Following this, he is sup-
ported by the feet, copious enemata given, and,
while still in this position, vigorously shaken up-
ward and downward. The latter, Mr. Hutchinson
considers exceedingly important. However rough
such treatment may seeni, it is in no sense un-
scientific, but thoroughly rational, and its efficacy
is attested by the reports of Mr. Hutchinson's
cases.

PROTRACTED CONSTIPATION. - In Dr. James
O'Beirne's book, New Views of the Process of
Defecation, Dublin, 1833. The author gives (Br.
Med. .Tour.) the history of the case of a girl aged
19 who " had not a stool of any kind, or passed
even flatus per anum since early in the preced-
ing December, a period of nearly six months."

SHINGLES.-E. M. Sympson, M.B., writes to the
Br. Med. Jour. that " the best local application to
the vesicles in hei pes zoster is flexile collodion.
This quickly shrivels them up, and I fancy pre-
vents the appearance of any, where it has been
painted on. I feel sure lie will not be dis-
appointed with it."

TUBERCULOsIs FROM CIGAR5s.-It is stated that a
German physician, on examination of a number
of cigar tips, found that many of them were in-
fected witlh tubercle bacilli. The makers were
tuberculous, and in the manufacture of the cigar,
moistened the tips with their saliva.

'99.] THE CA-NADA LANCET.
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ELECTIONS FOR TH E MEDICAL COUNCIL.-We beg

to call attention to the advertisement, appearing
in this issue, of the election of the Medical Coun-
cil. lt is important that the voting papers should
be promptly filled in, and returned to Dr. Pyne,
the Registrar.

As Dr. Sheard, the business manager of this
journal, is in New York, remittances, etc., will not
be acknowledged for about ten days, but this
should by no means stop the remittances. Send
them along.

The Royal College of surgeons has passed favor-
ably upon Sir Morell MacKenzie. He was cen-
sured for publishing his book concerning the Em-
peror, but at the general meeting he had but one
accuser.

WE are pleased to note that Dr. D. C. Meyers,
L.R.C.P., London, Trin. '88, recently received the
diploma, of M.R.C.S. Eng.

Dr. J. Gibb Wishart having severed his con-
nection with Dr. Ryerson, is now carrying on
his specialty at lis office, Carlton Street.

IN France the doctor's claim on the estate of a
.deceased patient has precedence of al] others.

DR. D. C. MEYERS (Trin.) has lately passed the
L.R.C.P. London examination.

M. RICORD, the famous Paris physician, died
lately of a double pneumonia.

%ooks and eampiteto.

THE PHYSICIAN's VIsITING LIST FOR 1890. (Lind-
say & Blakiston's). Philadelphia: P. Blakiston
Son & Co., 1012 Walnut Street.
Contents.--Almanac for 1890 and 1891; Table

of Signs to be used in keeping accounts; Marshall
Hall's Ready Method in Asphyxia ; Poisons and
Antidotes; The Metric or French Decimal System
of Weights and Measures; Dose Table; List of
New Remedies ; Posological Table, Meadows ;
Disinfectants and Disinfecting; Examination of
Urine, Dr. J. Daland; Incompatibility, Prof. S.
O. L. Potter; Jable for Calculating the Period of
Utero-Gestation; Sylvester's Method for Artificial
Respiration; Diagram of the Chest; Transporta

DA LANCET. JAN.,
tion of injured persons. Regular edition-For 25
patients weekly, $1; up to 100 patients, 2 vols., $3.

New Monthly Edition, without dates,
Requires only one writing of patient's name for the
whole month; plain binding, without flap or pencil,
75c., ; leather cover, pocket and pencil, $1. This
book is made in all sizes and styles to meet the
wants of ail physicians. It is not an elaborate,
complicated system of keeping accounts, but a
plain, simple record, that may be kept with the
least expenditure of time and trouble-hence its
popularity. lt can be bought through any book-
seller, or, upon receipt of the price, will be sent
postpaid by the publishers to any address.

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS AND ITs TREATMENT; a Clini'
cal Study, by William Murrell, M.D., F.R.C.P.,
Lecturer on Pharnacology and Therapeutics at
the Westminster Hospital ; late Examiner in
Materia Medica in the University of Edinburgh,
and in the Royal College of Physicians of Lou-
don. London: H. K. Lewis, 1889. Toronto:
Vannevar & Co.

Our readers will have noticed extracts frof11
papers by Dr. Murrell, on the subject of chronic
bronchitis, winter cough, etc., in our columns, and
those of theni who have followed the advice then
given, especially as regards inhalation, will have
reason to be thankful to him for his studies in
this direction. The present work is a record Of
clinical work, and the results thereof, extending
over a period of about ten years. The book is
small, inexpensive and clearly written. It is 0110
of the best and most satisfying efforts in its WaY
that we have seen in a long time.

THE CURE OF CROOKED AND OTHERWIsE DEFORMEP
NOSES. By John B. Roberts, A.M., M.D.,
Professor of Anatomy and Surgery in the Phil-
adelphia Polyclinic, Lecturer on Anatomy i'the University of Pennsylvania, Surgeon to St.
Agnes' Hospital. Philadelphia: P. Blackiston,
Son & Co., 1889. Toronto: Carveth & Co.

An interesting and instructive little trochure
of 24 pages. Illustrated.

,irtko, ýJ4ýrriagto and L»taho.

At Grand Valley, Ont., on the 13th December,
the wife of R. R. Hopkins, M.D., of a son.


